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Barriers and Facilitators of Intervening:  The Case of Campus Sexual Assaults 
Abstract 
This study examines the key barriers and facilitators, according to student respondents, 
that prevent and encourage bystanders on college campuses to intervene prior to or during a 
sexual assault. The research observes that an increased number of campus sexual assaults would 
have been avoided if bystanders intervened in a timely manner (see, for example, Darley & 
Latané, 1970). However, bystanders are most often reluctant to offer help because of a number of 
barriers, which will be discussed. Prior literature and theoretical contributions identify the major 
barriers to bystander intervention in criminal behavior generally as (1) diffusion of responsibility 
by bystanders, (2) lack of personal connection between the victim and the bystander(s), (3) fear 
of exposure to negative personal consequences, and (4) problems in identifying if the problem 
was worth calling for intervention (Darley & Latané, 1970). A later study by Burn (2009) studied 
these major barriers directly in relation to sexual assault. This study builds on the work by Burn 
to further investigate barriers to bystander intervention specifically for campus sexual assault as 
well as to also identify facilitators that encourage bystander intervention. 
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Chapter One:  Introduction and Statement of the Problem 
Sexual assaults on college campuses are a serious problem and represent a significant 
proportion of the total number of sexual assault cases in the United States (either reported or 
unreported). Barriers to bystander intervention are more significant in cases of campus sexual 
assault, further contributing to this trend. According to a 2014 survey by the Association of 
American Universities (AAU), which included 150,000 participants at 27 universities, 23.3 
percent of female college students and 5.4 percent of male college studies have been a victim of 
campus sexual assault (Cantor et al., 2015). These numbers are likely vastly understated, 
however, because fewer than one-third of campus sexual assaults – even incidents involving 
forced penetration – are reported. Bystanders often could intervene to prevent campus sexual 
assaults, but fail to do so. For example, about half of students surveyed said they had “witnessed 
a drunk person heading for a sexual encounter” on at least one occasion, and most did not try to 
intervene. Understanding bystanders’ reasons for intervening or not intervening is critical to 
addressing the problem of campus sexual assault. 
Various research studies establish that cases of campus sexual assault are rampant and 
there is a need to develop effective policies and intervention strategies to deal with this crime. It 
was found, for example, that nearly 100 American colleges and universities recorded at least 10 
cases of rape or assault within the premises of their main campuses during the year 2014 
(Anderson, 2016). According to records collected by Federal Campus Safety Data, the 
universities that scored the highest numbers of reported cases of sexual assault were Brown 
University and the University of Connecticut, with each reporting 43 cases of campus sexual 
assault (Anderson, 2016). These statistics show that campus sexual assault is a problem that is 
threatening and affecting many young people across college campuses nationwide.  Moreover, 
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the problem is likely substantially larger than these figures suggest as many (arguably the 
majority) of cases of sexual assault are never reported.  
Sexual assault is especially common on college campuses for a variety of reasons. First, 
colleges often take an attitude of denial and indifference, and have policies that are unclear or 
conflicted (Smith & Van der Voo, 2017). Channels for reporting within colleges can be 
confusing, and victims may report in different ways (e.g., the police, a friend, a teacher, a 
hospital or a counseling center). Victims often wait to get help, or fear what will happen if they 
report a rape. There are many examples of victims who tried to get help from a college only to 
find that the way the school handled their sexual assault increased their trauma. Obstacles to 
reporting are greater for same-gender sexual assaults, even though these are also common on 
college campuses. 
The presence of alcohol and drugs at college parties and events makes sexual assault 
much more likely (Smith & Van der Voo, 2017). Over 60 percent of campus sexual assaults are 
“drug facilitated,” meaning the victim was incapacitated to some degree by drugs or alcohol. 
This makes prosecution very difficult. Peer pressure is also a major factor. For example, victims 
may be encouraged to drink too much to “fit in” or even because of hazing rituals, and then left 
vulnerable. About five percent of college rape victims were drugged with “date rape” drugs. The 
culture on college campuses has yet to convey the message to many of the students that if a 
person is intoxicated at all, they cannot legally consent to sex. 
Various research studies have established that one effective response to campus sexual 
assault is helping behavior of bystanders who are on the premises or nearby where the assault 
occurs. Darley and Latané (1970) studied person-to-person crime generally and found that a 
large number of crimes occur in the presence of others, but that most of the time bystanders fail 
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to intervene to prevent or stop the crime. Their research identified various barriers that prevented 
bystanders from acting when a crime occurred. These barriers to bystander intervention included 
(a) responsibility diffusion due to the assumption that someone else would intervene, (b) lack of 
personal connection between the victim and the bystander, (c) perceived negative personal 
consequences if the bystander were to intervene, and (d) experience of difficulty in identifying 
the nature of the incidence and whether it was worth intervention. These factors were later 
adapted by Burn (2009), who focused specifically on the reasons why bystanders usually do not 
intervene in cases of sexual assault. Barriers to bystander intervention in sexual assault continue 
to be a complex problem.  
It is clear that bystanders’ action or response to suspected cases of sexual assault are 
affected by many factors. For example, a large percentage of sexual assaults that occur within 
college campuses involve acquaintances or dating partners, at times making it difficult to identify 
the perpetrators without the victim raising an alarm. The circumstances, and bystanders’ reaction 
to them, can either create a barrier to intervention or facilitate the process of helping the potential 
victim from potential attack. The purpose of this study is to dig deeper into this subject and build 
on the theory of Darley and Latané in order to better understand the barriers and facilitators of 
effective intervention in campus sexual assault cases. Specifically, this study looks at student 
responses to identify consistencies and inconsistencies in the reported barriers and facilitators of 
helping behavior considering the prior theoretical literature on barriers and facilitators of helping 




Chapter Two: Theoretical Framework 
There have been a number of different theoretical models that have been used to explain 
how bystander intervention can potentially reduce or prevent harm caused by crime or 
other dangerous behaviors.  In this section, some of the more commonly referred to and 
tested models are examined. 
Situational Model of Crime Prevention 
Darley and Latané (1970) acknowledged that a large proportion of sexual assaults happen 
in or near the presence of others, but are not prevented or assisted due to the lack of intervention 
by these bystanders. They theorized that barriers to bystander intervention included: (1) 
responsibility diffusion due to the assumption that someone else would intervene; (2) lack of 
personal connection between the victim and the bystander; (3) perceived negative personal 
consequences if they intervened; and (4) experience of difficulty in identifying the nature of the 
incidence and whether it was worth intervention. Darley and Latané (1970) were clear that 
bystander actions were strongly influenced by the knowledge of the existence of other 
bystanders. Bystanders were more motivated to take action and respond when they knew there 
were no other bystanders present. Bystanders were less likely to help a victim if they identified 
the existence of other bystanders (and therefore alternative sources of help). This phenomenon is 
referred to as “diffused responsibility” (Darley & Latané, 1970). Awareness of this phenomenon 
means that to promote bystander intervention requires a effectuating a change of attitude and 
perception about action/response.  
Darley and Latané (1970) also explored the case study of ‘The Murder of Kitty 
Genovese.’ Kitty Genovese lost her life due to the absence of quick intervention by over 30 of 
her neighbors (bystanders). Winston Moseley chased Genovese and stabbed her. In this case 
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study, it is stated that Kitty shouted for help after this first stab wound was received but that the 
only intervention was a single shout by a neighbor which temporarily caused Mosely to retreat. 
None of the 30 bystanders appeared to help Genovese while she was on the ground. Genovese 
struggled to crawl, but Moseley returned, sexually assaulted her and then stabbed her fatally. 
Darley and Latané (1970) use the case of Kitty Genovese to discuss the barriers to intervention 
that could explain why no bystanders assisted Genovese. One of the major barriers to 
intervention was the knowledge of other bystanders. There were many people (bystanders) in the 
neighborhood who assumed they had diffused responsibility. Perhaps the shout by one of the 
neighbors caused others to believe that Genovese was already receiving help. Perhaps, each of 
the neighbors (bystanders) assumed that another was already helping the victim.  
On the other hand, numerous facilitators exist that can help encourage bystanders to 
intervene in campus sexual assaults. McDonald and Flood (2012) identify three major facilitators 
that boost bystander participation in helping campus sexual assault victims. The first facilitator 
captured in this study is the deep meaning that can be found in helping friends. Bystanders who 
experience a deep meaning to life through helping others have a higher likelihood of helping 
perceived victims compared to those who do not associate helping with some higher meaning. 
The second facilitator of bystander intervention is the bystander’s individual moral qualities. 
Individuals with a higher sense of moral obligation to others felt a greater responsibility to offer 
help. The third facilitator of bystander intervention is availability of bystander safety nets. 
Bystanders are more willing to help if they perceive that they will be supported physically, 
socially, and legally when they intervene (McDonald & Flood, 2012). This third facilitator is 
critical since, of the three, it is the one that colleges and universities can do the most about. 
Colleges and government agencies can do little to alter the meaning students find in life or 
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change individual moral qualities, but by establishing supports for those who intervene in a 
sexual assault, they can help future potential bystander/interveners be encouraged to do more. 
The theoretical framework of bystander intervention is based in part on the knowledge 
that bystanders are frequently present during campus sexual assaults yet fail to act. Many cases 
of campus sexual assault are committed in apartments, neighborhoods, and at events or parties 
where people are present and possibly could have prevented the crime if they had acted. Thus, 
the failure of bystanders to act or intervene provides an environment that encourages sexual 
assault or, at a minimum, allows offenders to feel a sense of comfort and safety in the 
commission of this crime. Intervention by bystanders could significantly help in minimizing the 
number of cases of campus sexual assault, resulting in a campus climate where students have a 
sense of community and feel a shared responsibility for one another.  
Bystander intervention programs are founded on the theory that campus sexual assaults 
would be prevented if bystanders were encouraged to intervene before or during the commission 
of the sexual assault. Addressing the problem of bystander intervention is critical in the effort to 
minimize the number of campus sexual assaults. It is vital to recognize the significance of 
sharing views on the major barriers to intervention as well as the best possible means for 
removing them. By doing this, we can seek to counteract obstacles to intervention by increasing 
the facilitators that will make bystanders more likely to come out proactively and help avert 
campus sexual assaults. It is important to consider the key issues or barriers that work against 
bystander intervention.  
Theory of Planned Behavior (TBP) 
Ajzen’s Theory of Planned Behavior (TBP) assumes two key facts about human behavior 
(Natan, Hanukayev & Fares, 2011). First, that the intention to perform a specific behavior is a 
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central factor to actually performing that behavior. In other words, people act with intent and if 
they intend to do something they are much more likely to do it. Second, that people are 
increasingly likely to perform a specific behavior as their intent to perform it is increasingly 
reinforced. Reinforcement can come from social and personal factors, such as perceptions about 
a person’s capability to perform the behavior or social pressures to do so.  
The Theory of Planned Behavior has previously been successfully applied to a victim’s 
likelihood of reporting violent crime. Natan, Hanukayev and Fares (2011) found that victims’ 
attitudes and perceptions of reporting as well as social pressures had a role in the intention to 
report crime and whether the victim actually made a report. TBP has also been applied to 
examining the effect of peer pressure and peer approval on the likelihood of male freshmen 
fraternity members to engage in acts of sexual aggression (Kingree & Thompson, 2013). This 
theoretical framework supports the view in the present study that a bystander’s personal views 
and intentions about intervening, as well as the impact of peer norms and school policies on 
reinforcing that intention, would affect a bystander’s likelihood of actual intervention.  
Social Ecological Model 
Potter (2016) theorized that interventions at the five levels of the social ecological model 
could successfully reduce the rates of campus sexual assault. These five levels are (1) individual, 
(2) relational, (3) community, (4) institutional and (5) societal. At the individual level, efforts 
seek to inform. At the relational level, interventions try to apply social pressures and create 
perceptions of social norms. At the community level, interventions focus on schools; the 
institutional level refers to things like changes in criminal laws. The societal level is a broader 
level that affects social norms and perceptions as a society rather than just within the peer groups 
at school. The Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) initiative has successfully reduced the 
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rates of drunk driving on college campuses by targeting all five levels, and Potter theorized that 
the same approach could be effective at reducing rates of sexual assault. The social ecological 
model can be applied to the results of the present study to design specific interventions targeted 
at each level to maximize effectiveness. 
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Chapter Three:  Prior Literature on Barriers and Facilitators of Helping Behaviors 
Research on Bystander Intervention, Generally 
The problem of low intervention rates by bystanders who believe other bystanders will 
offer help is shown through studies of violent street crimes, where victims suffered because of 
the lack of response by bystanders (Darley & Latané, 1970; Burn, 2009). Based on these studies, 
we can develop a hypothesis that low intervention to potential campus sexual assault is caused 
by the assumption that help will be offered by other bystanders. Based on existing research we 
can also hypothesize that there is a direct and inverse relationship between the assumption that 
others will offer help and the lack of actual bystander assistance. For example, as the number of 
bystanders increases, the assumption that someone else will come to a perceived victim’s aid 
increases. As this assumption becomes stronger, the actual rendering of aid is decreased. The 
reverse hypothesis is that effectiveness in helping victims of campus sexual assault can be 
achieved if all bystanders can be encouraged to take a higher level of responsibility for reporting 
or offering aid.  
There is a clear and direct relationship between the problem of bystander non-response 
and the number of bystanders present, which appears to be directly relevant to solving the 
problem of inadequate bystander response to campus sexual assault. Darley and Latané (1970) 
conducted a study that concluded that the more people who were present, fewer of them tended 
to respond to a perceived emergency. In the study, each of 72 participating college students was 
put in a booth alone; at some point, they observed that another apparent student in another booth 
was having a (staged) seizure. The researcher measured how many participants responded to the 
“seizure” and the time it took them to respond. It was found that the number of bystanders 
significantly affected the participants’ response or lack thereof. When participants were alone in 
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witnessing the apparent seizure, 85 percent of participants reported the seizure to the person 
administering the study. However, when there were four bystanders present, only 31 percent of 
them reported that someone was having a seizure (Darley & Latané, 1970). It was concluded that 
the likelihood of any one person reporting an emergency is reduced when the person has 
knowledge that other bystanders exist and could possibly take similar action.  
Responsibility is critical among bystanders when it comes to helping the potential victims 
of campus sexual assault. This is an important and growing problem considering that campus 
sexual assault incidences have been a major worry in recent times. Many victims of sexual 
assault find themselves in a vulnerable situation without prior warning, such as when a dating 
partner assaults them. While differences exist in each campus sexual assault that was committed, 
it is clear that most offenses are committed in places or venues with people nearby. Many of 
these cases would have been avoided if bystanders had come out to offer help. Based on this 
knowledge, it is clear that there have been significant gaps in bystander intervention in cases of 
campus sexual assault, where perhaps bystanders assumed others would help and ultimately left 
victims at the mercy of offenders. The outcome of this reality has been devastating for most of 
the victims of campus sexual assault, who did not find help when it was needed the most.  
Kainbacher (2011) studies a key barrier to intervention known as diffusion of 
responsibility. Bystanders with the knowledge that others can offer help have a lower tendency 
to take action. A higher number of bystanders fail to take responsibility because of the erroneous 
assumption that ‘other’ bystanders will make the decision to help. Many bystanders mistakenly 
assume that the responsibility to take action regarding campus sexual assault rests on others, and 
that assumption frequently prevents bystanders from responding. This happens as bystanders fail 
to take personal responsibility to help the victims.   
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While diffused responsibility is critical, other barriers to bystander intervention have also 
been identified. Koelsch, Brown and Boisen (2012) establish three main barriers to bystander 
intervention. The first barrier is lack of any personal connection between bystander and victim. 
The second barrier is anticipated negative personal consequences. Koelsch et al. establish that 
fear of negative social consequences can stop bystanders from intervening in sexual assault. For 
example, students may worry about social consequences because of getting a popular student 
(potentially the offender) in trouble. The third barrier to intervention identified by Koelsch et al. 
is the challenge of identifying whether the incident is worth calling for intervention. This could 
be especially challenging for younger bystanders (e.g., college students) and in social situations, 
such as at a party where a potential victim has been drinking and it is difficult to ascertain 
whether they need assistance. 
 Research on Bystander Intervention in Sexual Assault 
Burn (2009) conducted a study of 588 undergraduate students and concluded that each of 
the four barriers to bystander intervention originally identified by Darley and Latané were indeed 
also significantly and negatively correlated with bystander intervention in cases of campus 
sexual assault (Burn, 2009, p. 787). The study by Burn focused specifically on campus sexual 
assault, and included all undergraduate students (male and female). Burn noted that for a 
bystander to intervene in campus sexual assault, they must notice the assault (or potential 
assault), identify it as an event requiring intervention, take responsibility for intervention, decide 
how to intervene, and then act (Burn, 2009, p. 779). Rape prevention programs aimed at college 
students often focus on preventative action that bystanders can take when they observe signs that 
indicate high risk of sexual assault, such as intoxication or a woman going to a private location 
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with male acquaintances. Burn found that each of the four barriers to bystander intervention 
applied conclusively in cases of campus sexual assault. 
Banyard (2011) found that bystanders often fail to intervene as a result of difficulty in 
perceiving the severity of a sexual assault incident. There are many subtle nuances to social 
interactions, and victims often know or even date the person who later rapes them. Some 
bystanders may question whether a presented potential assault case is “real” or “severe enough” 
to warrant intervention. When in doubt, many of these bystanders would opt out of offering the 
help required at the time of need. This situation leads to increased hesitance to help potential 
campus sexual assault victims. This makes it necessary for schools to work to increase students’ 
knowledge about ways to identify signs of sexual assault. In fact, on-campus education programs 
have the capacity to create a shared social contract, informing potential perpetrators of what 
standards are while informing potential bystanders about when to act. 
Karakashian, Walter, Christopher and Lucas (2006) explain that a high number of failed 
intervention campus sexual assault cases also happen as a result of the fear bystanders have 
about negative personal consequences resulting from intervention. Bystanders fail to intervene 
effectively as a result of fear of anticipated negative consequences they may suffer because of 
choosing to help the victim. An increased number of students have worries about the aftermath 
of helping a victim of sexual assault. For example, 65 percent of college students report that fear 
of negative social consequences would stop them from intervening.  
In response to these various barriers to bystander intervention, studies have suggested a 
number of facilitators that may be instrumental in helping the victims. Kainbacher (2011) pushes 
the need for helping college students to find meaning in helping others in order to facilitate 
intervention. He explains that educating students on the importance and value in helping would 
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increase intervention. In addition, Banyard (2008) explains the importance of morality in 
facilitating intervention. Coaching people on their moral qualities and obligations in society 
would facilitate greater intervention from bystanders.  
Increasing facilitators to bystander intervention, according to Plante (2007), requires 
educating people on the need to participate in intervention. He explains that educating young 
people on intervention would make more people willing to participate in intervention. It is 
evident that bystanders fail to intervene due to lack of knowledge on how they can effectively 
help. In this regard, bystanders who witness cases of sexual assault but feel ignorant on the best 
possible ways to intervene will often avoid any intervention. Bystanders may not intervene out of 
fear that they may cause trouble (for themselves or for the victim) if they do so. Levine, Cassidy, 
Brazier and Reicher (2002) explain, for example, that in cases of campus sexual assault 
bystanders often fear being caught up in legal or school adjudication. Schools can help reduce 
this concern by educating students and reassuring them about no harm coming to them if they 
come forward as a witness.  
In order to become a protective factor against sexual assault, bystanders have three key 
roles. These three roles include offering immediate help, reporting to authorities or serving as a 
witness when a victim makes a report, and connecting the victim to family/friends (Darley & 
Latané, 1970). The first and major role bystanders have is that of offering immediate, emergency 
help or rescue to the victim of sexual assault. The immediate help that bystanders should 
undertake will obviously vary depending on circumstances. For instance, if a victim has been 
assaulted and needs medical assistance, then the bystander may call 9-1-1 or drive the victim to a 
hospital. In another case, it may be important for the bystander to help the victim get out of the 
danger zone, such as by walking with the victim to a car.  
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Secondly, bystanders have the duty of informing the police or authorities. Sexual assaults 
require timeliness in reporting to the authorities in order to preserve evidence for prosecution and 
provide appropriate aid to the victim. Calling the authorities helps facilitate rapid access to 
medical assistance that may be needed at that point in time (Banyard, 2011). It is important for 
bystanders to take an active role in contacting police and other relevant authorities regarding any 
incidence of sexual assault. Increased bystander reporting would play a major role in preventing 
future cases of sexual assaults as potential offenders would perceive greater potential personal 
implications for their actions (Berkowitz, 2009).  
The third important role of bystanders is connecting the victim to their immediate family 
or friends by reporting the incident to them and possibly providing telephone or transportation. 
Bystanders should have the duty of finding out the name and contact information of an 
immediate relative or friend to the victim, whom they can inform on behalf of the victim (Potter 
& Moynihan, 2011).  
Conclusively, Batsun, Eklund, Chermok, Hoyt and Ortiz (2007) explain the need to 
enhance intervention through boosting the confidence of bystanders in participating in 
intervention processes. In this regard, increasing the availability of bystander safety nets would 
be instrumental in facilitating more intervention in campus sexual assault. Safety nets should be 
provided to make bystanders feel confident to offer help. For example, students could be assured 
that if they come forward and report a sexual assault to campus authorities their identities will be 
kept anonymous. Bystanders would be more willing to help if they perceive that they will be 
supported physically, socially, and legally. This view was echoed by Anderson and Whitson 
(2005), who advocate for increased support programs to encourage more bystanders to intervene 
in campus sexual assaults.  
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Chapter 4:  Research Questions and Methodology 
What factors increase the likelihood of a bystander to intervene to prevent a sexual 
assault is an issue that needs closer examination (Aboud & Joong, 2008). Specifically, it is 
important to understand what factors make intervention more or less likely by bystanders of 
campus sexual assault. This study examined the factors that students at one rural, southwestern 
institution of medium size reported as factors that increase the likelihood of intervening and 
factors that make it less likely that they will intervene. The data gathered in this research may be 
of help to educators seeking to motivate potential future bystanders to intervene if they observe a 
campus sexual assault.  
Research Questions 
The research questions are as follows: 
1. What factors make it LESS likely that a bystander will intervene in a campus sexual 
assault, and what is the degree of importance of these factors relevant to each other? 
2. What factors make it MORE likely that a bystander will intervene in a campus sexual 
assault, and what is the degree of importance of these factors relevant to each other? 
3. Do the barriers as outlined in the prior theoretical literature adequately reflect the factors 
that students identify as barriers and facilitators of intervening?  
Methodology 
This was an exploratory study that examined the barriers and facilitators to bystander 
intervention in actual or potential campus sexual assault. This study replicated the coding 
schemes used in a previous study conducted by Bennett, Banyard & Garnhart (2013) in order to 
explore student perceptions of barriers and facilitators to intervention. Two open-ended questions 
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received directly from the university study, each of which requested two separate responses from 
participants, were used. Concerning barriers, participants were asked:  
 
“When you think about helping someone in a situation where there is a risk for sexual 
violence or relationship violence, please list two things that make it hard to step in or 
make it LESS likely you will step in.”  
 
Concerning facilitators, participants were asked:  
“When you think about helping someone in a situation where there is a risk for sexual 
violence or relationship violence, please list two things that make it easier to step in or 




This study used data obtained from a larger research project that was designed to evaluate 
the effectiveness of Northern Arizona University’s “Take a Stand!” bystander intervention 
training video currently used on campus. This larger study was grant funded and was conducted 
by Dr. Christine Arazan at Northern Arizona University. The specific questions, outlined above, 
that were used in this study were part of the post-test, web-based survey that was available to all 
students registered in NAU100, a transition course that incoming freshmen take during their first 
semester at Northern Arizona University. The survey was part of a course assignment and 
participants received course credit for completing the pre- and post-tests. A total of 1,584 
students registered for NAU100 in the fall of 2016 and a total of 1,400 participated in the study.   
The questions that were analyzed for the current study were asked in the post-test portion 
of the NAU100 class. A control group was randomly assigned at the section level and included 
NAU100 students registered in sections 14, 15, 24, 26, 30, 32, 36, 39, 41, 46, 49, 5, 55, 57, 59, 
64, 75, 68, 69, 71, 72, 74, 75, 76, 78, and 79 for a total possible of 510 students. Of the possible 
510 students, 434 students completed the post-test (though not every student answered every 
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question). The four questions that were analyzed for the present study were the open-ended 
questions asking about facilitators and barriers of helping behaviors. The completion rates for 
these questions are summarized in Table 1, below. 
 
Table 1. Completion Rates for Four Survey Questions (Total Possible = 434) 
Question: More Likely to 
Step In 
More Likely to 
Step In 
Less Likely to 
Step In 
Less Likely to 
Step in 
Total Responses: n=420 n=415 n=418 n=404 
   
 
Surveys were administered online through Select Survey, a university-hosted software. 
As this study was concerned with the behaviors and attitudes of individuals, individuals were the 
unit of analysis. Data was analyzed using content coding. The survey responses concerning 
facilitators and barriers to intervening in campus sexual assault were read and coded according to 
the established themes outlined in the following sections. 
 
Procedure: Coding Scheme 
 Three different graduate students each coded the data obtained from this study in its 
entirely, with coding done separately to provide three separate opinions on each individual 
participant’s responses. If there were inconsistencies in the coding across the three student 
coders, the most prevalent answer was used as the final code. The inter-rater reliability was high. 
Between 75 to 83 percent of responses received the same code from all three coders. An 
additional 17 to 20 percent of codes were matched by at least two coders. This means that fewer 
than 3 percent of coding results had inconsistencies in their treatment by the three different 
coders. Content coding for both facilitators and barriers followed the coding outlined in the study 
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conducted by Bennett et al. (2013). The goal of this project was to obtain a holistic 
understanding of the factors that students believe are conducive to intervening as well as factors 
that students believe inhibit intervention. Considering the prevalence of sexual assault on college 
campuses, information from this study could significantly impact policies and educational 
curriculums.  
 Coding of Survey Questions One & Two 
 
Survey Questions One and Two asked: “When you think about helping someone in a 
situation where there is a risk for sexual violence or relationship violence, please list two things 
that make it easier to step in or make it MORE likely you will step in.” Respondents were asked 
to give two responses, and each response has been treated as a separate question for purposes of 
analyzing and coding the data. During the first round of coding, data concerning facilitators for 
intervention was organized using the categories outlined in the Bennett et al. (2013) study. 
Responses for each question were coded into four categories, shown in Table 2, below. 
Table 2. Codes - Facilitators - Bennett 
Code Assigned Facilitator Category 
“1” Identifying the situation as intervention-appropriate 
“2” Taking intervention responsibility 
“3” Deciding how to help 
“4” Acting to intervene 
 
 
Code “1” (identifying the situation as intervention-appropriate) includes factors such as 
whether a respondent clearly identifies a given situation as an incident of sexual assault, 
including whether this was affected by certain characteristics of the victim (i.e. female, 
intoxicated, and whether the victim verbally requests assistance). Responses such as “a clear 
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indication of sexual or relationship violence would make it easier for me to step in,” “the gender 
of the person at risk,” and “a call for help” would fall into this category. Code “2” (taking 
intervention responsibility) includes factors such as the respondent’s ideological or moral belief 
in the obligation to assist, the relationship the bystander has with those involved, and whether the 
bystander feels safe in the environment. Responses that may fall into this category include 
“wanting to be a good person so you help,” “the person is my best friend,” and “when I am in 
public.” Code 3 (deciding how to help) includes whether the bystander feels safe enough to 
intervene in the situation, has the knowledge or skill set to do so, and is not impaired (i.e. 
intoxicated or under the influence of drugs). Responses that may fall into this category include 
“when I have my phone ready to call for help,” and “be in a environment where there isn't THAT 
much alcohol.” Code 4 (acting to intervene) includes whether other people are around and if the 
bystander feels others would be supportive of the bystander’s decision to intervene. Answers that 
may fall into this category include: “other people around” and “having friends there to help and 
stay with the situation.” Table 3 provides a visual representation of this coding scheme. Any 
answers that fell outside of the above four categories were labeled as “99” for an “other” 
category and reviewed to identify any common themes that may justify the addition of another 
substantive category. Any answers that were too incomplete or required too much interpretation 




Table 3. Coding Schemes for Research Questions 1&2 (Facilitators) 
Phase 1:  Replication of Bennett et al. 2013 
Facilitators Example 
Identifying the Situation as Intervention 
Appropriate “A call for help” 
Taking intervention responsibility 
“If it is my friend that was doing the 
sexual violence” 
Deciding how to help 
“If the police have been called and are on 
their way” 
Acting to Intervene  “If someone else is also willing to step in” 
 
Coding of Survey Questions Three & Four 
 
Survey Questions Three and Four asked: “When you think about helping someone in a 
situation where there is a risk for sexual violence or relationship violence, please list two things 
that make it hard to step in or make it LESS likely you will step in.” Respondents were asked to 
give two responses, and each response has been treated as a separate question for purposes of 
analyzing and coding the data. Data concerning barriers to intervention were then organized 
using the categories outlined in the Bennett et al. (2013) study. Responses were coded as one of 
four options, shown in Table 4, below. 
Table 4. Codes - Barriers - Bennett 
Code Assigned Facilitator Category 
“1” Failure to identify the situation as high-risk 
“2” Failure to take intervention responsibility 
“3” Failure to intervene due to skill deficit 




Code “1” (failure to identify the situation as high-risk) concerns whether the bystander is 
afraid that he or she will misinterpret the situation or believes the victim does not want 
assistance. Answers that may fall into this category include “if the person doesn't want help” and 
“if it’s unclear what’s happening.” Code “2” (failure to take intervention responsibility) includes 
factors such as whether the bystander believes others will intervene first, that personal 
intervention will not diffuse the situation and whether the bystander is a friend of the perpetrator. 
Answers that fall into this category include “I personally know that the two people are a couple” 
and “if someone else has already stepped in.” Code 3 (failure to intervene due to skill deficit) 
includes factors such as whether the bystander fears for their own safety, whether the bystander 
is impaired at the time, and whether the bystander believes that they have the proper skill set to 
intervene. Answers that may fall into this category include “shyness” and “if I were very drunk.” 
Code “4” (failure to intervene due to audience inhibition) concerns whether the bystander is 
concerned with social consequences, peer pressure or lack of support. Answers in this category 
may include “losing a friend by trying to step into their personal business” and “if multiple other 
people tell me it is O.K.” Table 5, below, provides a visual representation of this coding scheme. 
Any answers that did not fall within these categories were labeled as “99” for an “other” 
category and reviewed to determine if a new category is needed. Any answers that were too 
incomplete or required too much interpretation on the part of the coder were marked as “-1” to 




Table 5. Coding Schemes for Research Questions 3&4 (Barriers) 
Phase 1:  Replication of Bennett et al. 2013 
Barrier Example 
  
Failure to identify the situation as high-risk “I could misinterpret the situation”  
Failure to take intervention responsibility 
“One member will get hurt by the other if 
someone intervenes” 
Failure to intervene due to skill deficit 
“If I fear I won’t be able to persuade the person 
to stop” 




Chapter 5:  Findings and Discussion 
 
Findings / Raw Data 
Data was first coded based on factors that respondents indicated made them more likely 
to intervene. The codes are shown in Table 6, below. Participants were asked to give two factors, 
so coding was done first on the first stated factor and second on the second stated factor that 
would make intervening more likely. Tables 7 and 8, below, show the results in terms of the 
number of responses for each code.  
 
Table 6. Codes - Facilitators 
Code Assigned Facilitator Category 
“1” Identifying the situation as intervention-appropriate 
“2” Taking intervention responsibility 
“3” Deciding how to help 
“4” Acting to intervene 
“99” Other – could not match to one of the four categories 
“-1” Data was unusable (no comment or not relevant) 
 
 
Roughly 14 percent of the surveys did not present a first-factor response that could be 
utilized in this study, leaving 360 responses that were coded to represent a facilitator of 
bystander intervention in campus sexual assault. Two facilitators were the most common: (1) 
identifying the situation as intervention-appropriate (29 percent) and (2) taking intervention 
responsibility (31 percent). In addition, 12 percent of respondents indicated that making a 
decision how to help was important, and 14 percent indicated that acting to intervene was a 
facilitator in some way.  
Roughly 18 percent of the surveys did not present a second-factor response that could be 
utilized in this study, leaving 341 responses that were coded to represent a facilitator of 
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bystander intervention in campus sexual assault. There was one dominant facilitator stated by 38 
percent of respondents: the ability to identify the situation as intervention appropriate. Taking 
intervention responsibility was noted by 18 percent of respondents. Another 14 percent indicated 
they might intervene because of making a decision to help, and 12 percent said that taking action 
to intervene was a facilitator in some way. 
 
Table 7. Helping Facilitators - First Answers 
Response Barrier Category Sum Percentage 
99 
Other – could not match to one of the four 
categories 27 6% 
1 Failure to identify the situation as high-risk 122 29% 
2 Failure to take intervention responsibility 130 31% 
3 Failure to intervene due to skill deficit 49 12% 
4 Failure to intervene due to audience inhibition 59 14% 
-1 Data was unusable (no comment or not relevant) 33 8% 
Total   420 100% 
 
 
Table 8. Helping Facilitators - Second Answers 
Response Barrier Category Sum Percentage 
99 
Other – could not match to one of the four 
categories 50 12% 
1 Failure to identify the situation as high-risk 159 38% 
2 Failure to take intervention responsibility 76 18% 
3 Failure to intervene due to skill deficit 58 14% 
4 Failure to intervene due to audience inhibition 48 12% 
-1 Data was unusable (no comment or not relevant) 24 6% 




During the second round of coding, data was coded based on factors that respondents 
indicated made them less likely to intervene. The codes are shown in Table 9, below. Participants 
were asked to give two factors, so coding was done first on the first stated factor and second on 
the second stated factor that would make intervening less likely. Tables 10 and 11, below, show 
the results in terms of the number of responses for each code.  
 
Table 9. Codes - Barriers 
Code Assigned Barrier Category 
“1” Failure to identify the situation as high-risk 
“2” Failure to take intervention responsibility 
“3” Failure to intervene due to skill deficit 
“4” Failure to intervene due to audience inhibition 
“99” Other – could not match to one of the four categories 
“-1” Data was unusable (no comment or not relevant) 
 
 
 Roughly 19 percent of the surveys did not present a first-factor response that could be 
utilized in this study, leaving 337 responses that were coded to represent a barrier to bystander 
intervention in campus sexual assault. The dominant factor listed was failure to intervene due to 
skill deficit (36 percent). This was followed by failure to take intervention responsibility (24 
percent). Failure to identify a situation as high-risk was also a common barrier (17 percent). Only 
4 percent listed audience inhibition as a barrier to intervention. 
Roughly 19 percent of the surveys did not present a second-factor response that could be 
utilized in this study, leaving 326 responses that were coded to represent a barrier to bystander 
intervention in campus sexual assault. The two most common responses in this category were 
failure to intervene due to skill deficit (33 percent) or failure to take intervention responsibility 
(25 percent). An additional 19 percent said that difficulty identifying a situation as high-risk 
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would be a reason they might not intervene. Again, only 4 percent listed audience inhibition as a 
barrier to intervention. 
 
 
Table 10. Barriers to Intervening - First Answers 
Response Barrier Category Sum Percentage 
99 
Other – could not match to one of the four 
categories 46 11% 
1 Failure to identify the situation as high-risk 71 17% 
2 Failure to take intervention responsibility 99 24% 
3 Failure to intervene due to skill deficit 150 36% 
4 Failure to intervene due to audience inhibition 17 4% 
-1 Data was unusable (no comment or not relevant) 35 8% 
Total   418 100% 
 
 
Table 11. Barriers to Intervening - Second Answers 
Response Barrier Category Sum Percentage 
99 
Other – could not match to one of the four 
categories 38 9% 
1 Failure to identify the situation as high-risk 77 19% 
2 Failure to take intervention responsibility 101 25% 
3 Failure to intervene due to skill deficit 132 33% 
4 Failure to intervene due to audience inhibition 16 4% 
-1 Data was unusable (no comment or not relevant) 40 10% 









Research question one was: What factors make it LESS likely that a bystander will 
intervene in a campus sexual assault, and what is the degree of importance of these factors 
relevant to each other? Table 12, below, shows the number of responses coded to match each of 
the four factors. Based on the results of this study, the factors that make it less likely that a 
bystander will intervene in a campus sexual assault are: (1) skill deficit, (2) failure to take 
intervention responsibility, (3) failure to identify the situation as high-risk, and (4) failure to 
intervene due to audience inhibition. As to the degree of importance of the factors in relation to 
one another, the first two factors are very significant, the third factor is significant, and the fourth 
carries much less significance.  
 
Table 12. Responses - Barriers to Intervening 
Barriers to Helping: Answers One and Two Combined Total Percentage 
“1”: Failure to identify the situation as high-risk 148 22 
“2”: Failure to take intervention responsibility 200 30 
“3”: Failure to intervene due to skill deficit 282 43 
“4”: Failure to intervene due to audience inhibition 33 5 
Total: 663 100 
 
Research question two was: What factors make it MORE likely that a bystander will 
intervene in a campus sexual assault, and what is the degree of importance of these factors 
relevant to each other? Table 13, below, shows the number of responses coded to match each of 
the four possible factors. Based on the results of this study, the factors that make it more likely 
that a bystander will intervene in a campus sexual assault are: (1) identifying the situation as 
intervention-appropriate, (2) taking intervention responsibility, (3) making a decision how to 
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help, and (4) acting to intervene. Here, the first two factors carry significant weight and are 
essentially equal to each other in terms of importance, while the second two factors are much 
less significant compared to the first two. 
 
Table 13. Responses - Facilitators to Helping 
Facilitators of Helping: Answers One and Two Combined Total Percentage 
“1”: Identifying the situation as intervention-appropriate 281 40 
“2”: Taking intervention responsibility 206 29 
“3”: Deciding how to help  107 15 
“4”: Acting to intervene  107 15 
Total: 701 100 
 
Research question three was: Do the barriers as outlined in the prior theoretical literature 
adequately reflect the factors that students identify as barriers and facilitators of intervening? 
Four major barriers to intervention in crime generally were identified by Darley and Latané 
(1970). These were confirmed by Burn (2009) as being the four major barriers to intervention in 
campus sexual assault. These four barriers were (1) diffusion of responsibility by bystanders, (2) 
lack of personal connection between the victim and the bystander(s), (3) fear of exposure to 
negative personal consequences, and (4) problems in identifying if the problem was worth 
calling for intervention (Darley & Latané, 1970). Two of the barriers identified by Darley and 
Latané and Burn were clearly identified as significant barriers in this study: diffusion of 
responsibility (failure to take responsibility), and problems identifying whether the problem 
warrants intervention. The other two factors identified by prior research did not match to our 
data; however, it is possible that the factor we identified of non-intervention due to skill deficit 
overlaps somewhat with the fear of negative personal consequences identified by Darley and 
Latané and, later, Burn. The current study found that the biggest barrier to intervention was skill 
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deficit, such as perceived inability to help or to achieve a successful outcome. This was not 
specifically noted by Darley & Latané or Burn, but may have been included in the category of 
fear of exposure to negative personal consequences, such as when a bystander feels they do not 
have the physical strength to safely intervene. 
Burn also identified some protective factors that helped facilitate bystander intervention 
in campus sexual assault. These included (1) identifying the even as one that warranted 
intervention, (2) taking responsibility for intervention, (3) deciding how to intervene, and (4) 
taking action (Burn, 2009). These factors match the four factors identified by our coding process. 
Our research shows that two of the four factors identified by Burns as facilitating intervention 
carry significantly more weight than the remaining two factors. The most critical factors are 
identifying an event as requiring intervention and taking responsibility to intervene. The 
importance of these two factors is further supported by the fact that the lack of these two things 
was determined to be a barrier to intervention by Darley and Latané, Burn, and by this research. 
Table 14, below, shows the number of results for each of the two questions (what factors 
are facilitators and what factors are barriers) that matched one of the four categories taken from 
prior research. With regard to which factors were facilitators of intervention, 90 percent of the 
responses in this survey were consistent with prior research, and 10 percent did not match one of 
the four categories derived from prior research. With regard to which factors were barriers to 
intervention, 89 percent of the responses in this survey were consistent with prior research, and 
11 percent did not match one of the four categories derived from prior research. Based on these 
results there was a high correlation between the facilitators and barriers identified in prior 




Table 14. Results Compared to Four Factors 
Responses Total Percentage 
Total Facilitators 701 90 
“99”: Did not match one of the four categories 77 10 
N= 778 100 
Total Barriers  663 89 
“99”: Did not match one of the four categories 84 11 






Chapter 6:  Discussion, Limitations and Recommendations  
Discussion 
 Based on the results of this study, the most significant barrier to intervention by college 
students in campus sexual assault is skill deficit. This was a different result from prior research 
on the subject. There are significant policy implications relating to this finding. If it can be 
determined that there are specific skills that are needed, colleges could offer students training or 
information to help build those skills, thereby potentially reducing incidences of sexual assault 
on campus. Additional research is needed to identify what skills students perceive themselves to 
be lacking.  
 The second greatest barrier to intervention as found by this study is failure to take 
intervention responsibility. This was also a major barrier in prior research. Conversely, this was 
also the second greatest facilitator, depending on the bystander’s response. One reason 
bystanders fail to take responsibility is that as the number of witnesses increases, there is a 
tendency to assume someone else will intervene. Again, this finding has significant policy 
implications. Colleges can help to increase bystander intervention (and thereby reduce campus 
sexual assault) by initiating programs that build a sense of responsibility to intervene. For 
example, colleges could promote a sense of community and the idea that it is everyone’s 
responsibility to help prevent sexual assault.  
 The third factor that was significant as a barrier to intervention was the inability to 
determine whether a situation was high-risk and warranted intervention. This is again something 
schools could work on addressing by providing education to students about when intervention 
should occur. Of course, every situation is different, but it might be possible to present students 
with a few sample scenarios and educate them on when intervention is warranted. The most 
important factor facilitating bystander intervention was ability to identify that a situation required 
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intervention. Again, it appears imperative that schools work to assist students with how to 
answer that question. 
 The results of this study are consistent with prior studies, but one major difference stood 
out. This was the students’ belief that skill deficit would be the most common barrier to 
intervention. The fact that the present study involved a survey of freshmen students may have 
given us unique insight into an important issue that colleges need to address. By identifying the 
specific skills that students believe they need in order to intervene and then providing training, 
colleges may be able to reduce incidents of campus sexual assault. 
Limitations 
One limitation of this study is that one of the questions was worded in a way that was 
confusing to some respondents. At least two respondents wrote that they were uncertain if the 
question was asking about sexual violence or about relationship violence (which could include 
things like emotional/verbal abuse). This was a methodological shortcoming that should be 
addressed if further study is done.  
A second, related limitation of this study is that there was really no distinction made 
between sexual violence where the victim does not know the attacker and relationship violence, 
which could include date rape. These two different categories can overlap, but the nature of the 
victim’s relationship to the perpetrator may be relevant to bystanders’ perceptions and 
willingness to intervene. For example, Bennett (2013) found that some bystanders were less 
likely to intervene if they knew the victim had a relationship with the perpetrator. The present 
research did not examine this factor. 
Third, the ability to answer Research Question Three (Do the barriers as outlined in the 
prior theoretical literature adequately reflect the factors that students identify as barriers and 
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facilitators of intervening?) may have been limited by the fact that the coding system used to 
analyse this data did not exactly match up to the four barriers identified by Darley and Latané  
(1970) and Burn (2009). This made it difficult to say to what degree the prior theoretical 
literature adequately reflected current results. For example, this study identified skill deficit as a 
major barrier to intervention; Darley and Latané did not identify skill deficit, but could have 
included that type of barrier in the category of “fear of negative personal consequences.” For 
example, if someone lacks skills like self-defense they might well fear physical consequences if 
they intervene in a sexual assault.  
A fourth limitation of the present study is the use of only four relevant coding options for 
barriers to intervention and only four for facilitators of intervention. During the coding there was 
at least one additional potential coding factor that seemed to be relevant just based on 
observation. This fifth factor had to do with the degree of empathy felt toward a perceived 
victim; greater empathy would hypothetically result in an increased likelihood of intervention. 
Responses that indicated empathy were different from interconnectedness, which focused on the 
bystander having some prior connection to the victim. Examples of responses that were coded 
“99” and could be identified as empathy include observing that the victim seems emotionally 
different (affected), imagining being in the victim’s position, and thinking about what you would 
want a bystander to do if the victim was your family member. Further research may be needed to 
determine whether empathy should be identified as a separate factor. Additional research with a 
greater variety of possible codes may be needed to better assess the exact barriers and facilitators 
to bystander intervention. Additional limitations include cultural and language barriers which 
may have limited or affected the responses of some of the students who completed the written 
survey which provided the data for this study. 
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 Finally, data used in this study was obtained from undergraduate students enrolled in a 
course entitled ‘NAU100.’ ‘NAU100’ is a one-credit introductory course for freshman students 
aimed at easing the transition to college life. Findings obtained during this study are restricted to 
this specific population. Results may not be appropriate to generalize to other groups, and that 
may include not being fairly representative of attitudes held by older undergraduate students with 
more college experience. Moreover, as students participated in this survey as part of an 
assignment, the quality of responses varied. Some students provided detailed responses that can 
be easily categorized while other students gave only a one-word answer. For instance, under 
“facilitators for intervention,” some students simply put the word “alcohol.” This could mean 
that the respondent would intervene if the victim is under the influence, or it could have another 
meaning. The quality of responses may be a barrier to effective content coding. These minimal 
responses limit a meaningful analysis.  
Recommendations for Further Research 
It is recommended that additional research be done with more categories, especially with 
the addition of a fifth code relating to empathy for the victim. Further study should be done with 
fresh data, allowing for the questions that some students found confusing to be clarified. 
Participants should be college students so that the data is specifically applicable to on-campus 
prevention program development. Future studies should clarify for participants whether 
questions pertain to stranger sexual assault, dating violence, or both. It is further recommended 
that researchers work to identify what skills are needed to help college students feel more 
confident in their ability to intervene. With this information, colleges can design prevention 
programs and campus campaigns promoting bystander intervention as a way to reduce incidents 
of campus sexual assault.  
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Policy Recommendations 
 While it is beyond the scope of this study to recommend policy given limitations inherent 
in the sample, the results of this study support the need for developing programs on college 
campuses that seek to reduce the rates of campus sexual assault by creating and reinforcing the 
intention to intervene. Such programs should focus on creating a shared value among students 
that promotes taking responsibility for others within the school community and working together 
to prevent sexual assault. Colleges should also develop clear policies and procedures for 
reporting sexual assault and for addressing it. These policies and procedures need to be less 
traumatic for the victim, more consistent, and better communicated to students so that they feel 
more comfortable knowing what will happen as a bystander or a victim. These policy objectives 
are supported both by the results of this study and by the theories discussed above, specifically 
the situational model of crime prevention and the theory of planned behavior.  
The situational model of crime prevention focuses on elements of the situation that can be 
altered or prevented to decrease the likelihood of a crime occurring (see, for example: Darley & 
Latané, 1970 & McDonald & Flood, 2012). This study focused on one specific element: the 
willingness of the average college student to intervene if they observe what they believe to be a 
sexual assault beginning or occurring. By learning how to increase the likelihood of bystander 
intervention, one dynamic that is common to campus sexual assaults can be changed. One of the 
clear results of this and other studies is that college students fear intervening because of the 
concern about personal consequences that might occur. Part of that is due to confusing or 
unsupportive elements within the school administration. Colleges can work to address this by 
making clearer policies, perhaps with the help of a student advisory council.  
The theory of planned behavior shows that intentions and societal reinforcement of those 
intentions have the ability to make certain future behaviors more likely (Natan, Hanukayev & 
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Fares, 2011). Colleges can use the information from this study and other studies with similar 
results to seek to create an intention about a future act that students may not yet have anticipated. 
Many college students are young and may not have even considered what they would do if they 
observe another student drinking too much and then heading toward a bedroom at a party, for 
example. Yet this situation is very common. Colleges can provide training to students to help 
them anticipate possible situations and how they plan to respond. Then, colleges can promote 
community ideals like shared responsibility to prevent sexual assault, increasing society 
reinforcement of the intention to intervene. Based on the results of this study and the research 
contained herein, such a program would be likely to be effective at reducing the rates of campus 
sexual assault.   
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Appendix A: Definitions of Terms 
 
Bystander: A person or group of persons who are close enough to see an act taking place but 
who are not involved directly in the act. 
Sexual assault: Any type of sexual contact or behavior that happens without the explicit consent 
of the recipient. Examples include incest, child molestation, forced sex (rape), attempted rape, 
forced sodomy and fondling (United States Department of Justice, 2011). It should be noted with 
respect to campus sexual assault that an intoxicated person may be deemed legally unable to 
consent to sexual contact. 
Intervention: The act of a bystander getting involved to stop or reduce the severity of a sexual 
assault that is either happening or appears to the bystander to be about to happen. 
Social category membership: Belonging and associating with a certain group of people (Levine 
& Crowther, 2008). 
Peer norm: An accepted code of conduct by a group of peers towards each other. 
Severity: The seriousness of the matter at hand. 
Personal risk factor: The risk of personal negative consequences that affects a bystander’s 










Appendix B: Complete Data & Coding Results 
Table 15. Facilitator of Helping Behavior: First Respond 









I will stop the person from being abused 1 1 2 1   
In a party or other social situations 1 1 1 1   
            
            
the person is my best friend 2 2 2 2   
I know the person 2 2 2 2   
If there are other people around 4 4 4 4   
Knowing I wont get hurt 3 3 3 3   
            
When someone is asking for help. 1 1 1 1   
They are someone that is close to me 2 2 2 2   
i don’t know -1 -1 -1 -1   
When The situation is starting to affect myself 2 2 1 2   
If I had backup. 4 4 4 4   
If I am friends with the person. 2 2 2 2   
When i notice that the person seems emotionally 
different. 
99 1 1 1   
When I am alone with the victim I would try 
talking to them. 
3 3 3 3   
There are more people around so that I won't also 
become a person who is abused when I try to 
help. *when it's happening in front of me 
4 4 4 4   
Knowing one or more of the people involved. 2 2 2 2   
If the person is a friend of mine 2 2 2 2   
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call the police 3 3 3 3   
What Would Jesus Do 2 99 2 2   
Because I am a good listener and comforter. 99 99 99 99 6 
Someone is getting hurt 1 1 1 1   
Knowing its the right thing 2 2 2 2   
When I have friends nearby to back me up. 4 4 4 4   
open conflict 1 1 1 1   
There is someone else backing me up and with 
me. 
4 4 4 4   
I knew the people 2 2 2 2   
If I am present when the situation starts to heat 
up. 
1 1 1 1   
Witnessing it or seeing the signs- not just hearing 
it through rumors 
1 1 1 1   
It's easier to step in when your close to the victum 2 2 2 2   
If someone is in danger 2 1 1 1   
yelling 1 1 1 1   
If that was me I would want someone to step in 
and help me in a vulnerable situation. 
2 2 2 2   
Having good morals 2 2 2 2   
IF I AM THERE WHEN IT HAPPENS 1 1 99 1   
When I see it in person and the partner is 
screaming for help 
1 1 1 1   
The fact that i would be helping them from a very 
bad expirence, or from them blaming themselfs 
2 2 2 2   
Anything -1 -1 -1 -1   
Someone I know 2 2 2 2   
If It was someone that is very close to me Ill try 
and help 
2 2 2 2   
It is easier if it is someone I know and trust. 2 2 2 2   
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Thinking ahead -1 -1 -1 -1   
If I know the person 2 2 2 2   
it would make it easier to step in if i saw it 
happening first hand 
1 1 99 1   
They are close to me 2 2 2 2   
Imagine if i was a victim 99 99 2 99 5 
i am more likely to step in if its people i know 2 2 2 2   
If I am with other friends to help me step in 4 4 4 4   
            
If a friend of mine was going through something 
and asked for my help, I would be there in every 
aspect to help them. 
2 2 2 2   
ask for help -1 -1 1 -1   
If at least one side can be reasoned with. 3 3 3 3   
If I see bruises on someone I know 1 1 2 1   
If I see something physically on their appearance 1 1 1 1   
Talk to the person about the potential of violence. 99 99 3 99 6 
The victim asking for help 1 1 1 1   
            
If the person does not look like they will hurt me 2 3 3 3   
If I am close to some one I am more liekly to step 
in. 
2 2 2 2   
if i hear a girl yelling i will jump in 1 1 1 1   
The victim asking for help 1 1 1 1   
            
If the person is important to me in some way, 
family, friend, etc. 
2 2 2 2   
if i know what im doing will actually help the 
situation 
3 3 3 3   
If they are my friend 2 2 2 2   
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it is safe to interrupt and help 3 3 2 3   
more people around I would step in 4 4 4 4   
If there are other people around to provide 
backup 
4 4 4 4   
if i know the person 2 2 2 2   
The guy isn't too intimidating 3 3 3 3   
Knowing that I could stop an abusive relationship. 2 99 2 2   
dont want to see anybody get hurt 2 2 2 2   
Knowing the help is welcome 4 4 2 4   
            
If it is serious(hitting, dragging, something 
obvious and unusual). 
1 1 1 1   
no one should be treated badly or assaulted 2 2 2 2   
the fact that no one should be in that situation 2 2 2 2   
Keeping an open mind and being curious about 
the situation before accusing right away 
3 3 99 3   
If it is between a couple around my age 1 1 1 1   
When one person's getting yelled at and seems 
uncomfortable 
1 1 1 1   
If the person is my friend 2 2 2 2   
If I saw physical violence happening I would step 
in. 
1 1 1 1   
Knowing the person who is getting the violence 
towards 
2 2 2 2   
knowing the person being assaulted 2 2 2 2   
I would be more likely to step in if there were 
more people around to help. 
4 4 4 4   
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I would only step in to help if there is violence 
occurring in the situation. 
1 1 1 1   
Seeing the physical signs of abuse 1 1 1 1   
When it is someone I know 2 2 2 2   
Knowing the other party 2 2 2 2   
Think what if that was a member of my family. 99 99 2 99 5 
When the person in the violent relationship asks 
for my help. 
1 1 1 1   
If I know the person 2 2 2 2   
someone being honest -1 -1 -1 -1   
If the person is being harm physically or even 
mentally 
1 1 1 1   
Communication -1 -1 -1 -1   
If someone is being abused I will step in to try to 
help the situation 
1 1 1 1   
If the person seems helpless 1 1 1 1   
Asking if they need help 3 1 1 1   
If there are other witnesses to protect myself as 
well as the other person 
4 4 4 4   
Physical -1 -1 1 -1   
asking for help -1 -1 1 -1   
Someone is being hurt 1 1 1 1   
I actually know the person 2 2 2 2   
If I'm not alone 4 4 4 4   
They seem druged 1 1 1 1   
I would create a distraction 99 99 3 99 6 
Consult an intrusted adult for advice on how I 
should approach a situation 
3 3 3 3   
i think it would be more likely for me to step in if i 
knew the person 
2 2 2 2   
Talk with the victim and help them out 1 1 3 1   
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helping a friend 2 2 2 2   
someone else would step in with me 4 4 4 4   
If other people are around 4 4 4 4   
I wouldn't feel okay with not doing something if 
the violent act occured. 
2 2 2 2   
If there is an obvious disagreement. 1 1 1 1   
If the assulter is medium to smaller  stature 3 3 3 3   
if  she/he is crying and very unbothered 1 1 1 1   
if there is no violence 3 3 3 3   
The other is being abused 1 1 1 1   
If i knew that the people were not in a 
relationship. 
1 1 1 1   
the way Ill step in in a violence situation would be 
by creating a distraction 
99 99 3 99 6 
When there are lights around, not super dark 3 3 2 3   
If someone was crying 1 1 1 1   
I would call the police for help. 3 3 3 3   
If its a close friend that is in danger of being 
assaulted 
2 2 2 2   
Obvious distress 1 1 1 1   
I straight up go that person's face that's causing 
the issue. 
99 99 3 99 6 
When there are threats being shouted 1 1 1 1   
If someone is with me to talk to them or step in 4 4 4 4   
If I ever witnessed a risk of sexual or relationship 
violence I would always step in, such as if i see an 
individual in an unwanted altercation. 
1 1 1 1   
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how close i am to that person 2 2 2 2   
Someone asking for help 1 1 1 1   
Felling like i would make a difference 2 2 2 2   
If he or she is yelling at them in public 1 1 1 1   
They are a friend 2 2 2 2   
If there is true violence without just cause. 1 1 1 1   
If I have been in a similar situation or witnessed a 
similar situation (from my family) and I knew how 
to act appropriately. 
3 3 3 3   
If they are a friend 2 2 2 2   
Actively seeing someone trying to sexually assault 
a person. 
1 1 1 1   
If its someone im close with 2 2 2 2   
I'd step in as a distraction and pull whoever it is 
that feels unsafe away from the situation or I'd 
make up a different conversation. 
99 99 3 99 6 
If the person is asking for help, I am more likely to 
step in. 
1 1 1 1   
if i was to step in, i would ask for further 
assistance or advice from someone older. 
3 3 4 3   
If I knew the people involved 2 2 2 2   
any signs of physical abuse 1 1 1 1   
If I know one of the people 2 2 2 2   
Approach the person that needs help and calmly 
ask what is going on. 
99 99 3 99 6 
To be able to get others to help out. 4 4 4 4   
If the person is close to me 2 2 2 2   
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Depending on my relationship with the people 
involved 
2 2 2 2   
I know I am safe. 3 3 3 3   
talking about details -1 -1 -1 -1   
You know the person will be safe if you step in. 2 3 3 3   
other witnesses 4 4 4 4   
Screaming 1 1 1 1   
Have someone else with me to help stop the 
situation 
4 4 4 4   
I will more likely step in if I see any type of harm 
on the person. 
1 1 1 1   
I will step in if there's someone to help me. 4 4 4 4   
I would probably talk to someone that will help 
out with the situation, get some help. 
4 4 4 4   
Being with others 4 4 4 4   
Other people being around 4 4 4 4   
creating a distraction 99 99 3 99 6 
They want me to help them 1 1 1 1   
the victim is my freind 2 2 2 2   
Anytime physical violence becomes involved 1 1 1 1   
Get offical help such as police 3 3 3 3   
Stop what he/she is doing -1 -1 3 -1   
I know the victim 2 2 2 2   
If the person is open about the situation -1 1 1 1   
If they ask for help 1 1 1 1   
services -1 -1 -1 -1   
When someone is in danger 1 1 1 1   
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When it comes to sexual or relationship violence, 
I tend to not care about my personal well being. If 
someone needs help, I help them in any way I can 
2 2 2 2   
If I had someone help me step in 4 4 4 4   
it's easier when you know facts about the story 
and some background 
1 1 99 1   
It makes it easier if there are other people around 
to immediately ask for help. 
4 4 4 4   
make a limit -1 -1 -1 -1   
If its serious, like I actually see the violence 1 1 1 1   
Having someone else step in with me. 4 4 4 4   
Safety 3 3 3 3   
If I know the person. 2 2 2 2   
Knowing that if I step in, I could possible save a 
life. 
2 2 2 2   
If I feel like there is a risk of sexual or relationship 
violence 
1 1 1 1   
Talk to them on the side -1 -1 -1 -1   
if i see any marks of brushing. 1 1 1 1   
If they are my friend 2 2 2 2   
A clear indication of sexual or relationship 
violence make it easier for me to step in. 
1 1 1 1   
talking directly -1 -1 -1 -1   
physical or mental pain 1 1 1 1   
If the person is damaged physically or 
emotionally. 
1 1 1 1   
Creating a distraction by asking  What time is it? 99 99 3 99 6 
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when there are people around 4 4 4 4   
Asking for help -1 -1 1 -1   
Calling the police/ security 3 3 3 3   
Well, the fact that they need help, is a big facter. 1 1 1 1   
Fighting 1 1 1 1   
It would be easy if the person being assualted was 
a girl im always one to protect females when ever 
in need. 
1 1 1 1   
If I am fully aware of the situation 1 1 99 1   
It is a guy abusing a girl 1 1 1 1   
It is someone I know 2 2 2 2   
If I'm not alone (aka have friends or something 
that will also be there) 
4 4 4 4   
if it was friend being harassed 2 2 2 2   
Get them away from that area 3 3 3 3   
if they're my friend 2 2 2 2   
If I know the person 2 2 2 2   
When they are a close friend/family of mine 2 2 2 2   
If they are asking for help or they need help. 1 1 1 1   
If more than one person will help out with me. 4 4 4 4   
I always will step in for help. 99 2 2 2   
If i have known the person previously 2 2 2 2   
Asking for help -1 -1 1 -1   
Asking for help when people are around (even 
random people) 
4 4 4 4   
If the victim is asking or reaching out for help. 1 1 1 1   
A clear danger 1 1 1 1   
Scream 1 1 1 1   
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Not worrying about if the person would be mad at 
you if you were to go and tell their situation to 
someone 
4 4 3 4   
If it some one I know 2 2 2 2   
I would think about their safety and how it is 
harming them. 
1 1 1 1   
If the situation is happening close 2 2 1 2   
If I know the people invovled 2 2 2 2   
If I see an argument out in the open 1 1 1 1   
talking directly -1 -1 -1 -1   
less people surrounding the person who is being 
hurt 
4 4 1 4   
People to support me 4 4 4 4   
            
If the victim looks uncomfortable 1 1 1 1   
knowing that you will be helping some one 2 2 2 2   
someone i know 2 2 2 2   
i have someone to back me up 4 4 4 4   
No clothes -1 -1 1 -1   
tell the other person to stop 99 99 3 99 6 
If we are friends 2 2 2 2   
Thinking about if I were in that position. 99 99 2 99 5 
Simply calling 911. 3 3 3 3   
If the person is my friend 2 2 2 2   
when I know the person 2 2 2 2   
It would make it easier if the guy in the situation 
was somebody I didn't like. 
99 2 2 2   
you know them personally 2 2 2 2   
Physical Abuse 1 1 1 1   
Physical abuse 1 1 1 1   
I will step in and tell to the abuser of the 
relationship to calm down 
3 3 3 3   
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One thing that would make it easier for me to 
step in would be if there were other people 
willing to help. 
4 4 4 4   
asking for help -1 -1 1 -1   
The violence happening in a large crowd. 4 4 4 4   
If it was involving someone I knew 2 2 2 2   
If I know the offender/victim. 2 2 2 2   
Depends how well I know the person 2 2 2 2   
when its is some one i know 2 2 2 2   
People I know 2 2 2 2   
asking for assistance -1 -1 1 -1   
It would make it more likley if the offender is not 
using a deadly weapon. 
3 3 3 3   
Knowing it is my responsibility to take action in 
these situations to prevent someone's life from 
being forever changed. 
2 2 2 2   
When I know I can over power him 3 3 3 3   
asking for help from others 3 3 1 3   
Physical or emotional harm 1 1 1 1   
Think about what potential consequences could 
happen to that person if no one steps in to help 
them. 
2 2 2 2   
Knowing that one person needs help 1 1 2 1   
Creating a distraction 99 99 3 99 6 
If there were other people around because then I 
would feel in less personal danger if I stepped in 
4 4 4 4   
like if someone is saying stop 1 1 1 1   
I put myself in their shoes and think about how I 
would feel if they didn't step in 
99 99 2 99 5 
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Talking to the potential victim, and taking them 
with you somewhere safe. 
3 3 3 3   
I know and deeply care for the person 2 2 2 2   
If someone helps me step in so I'm not by myself . 4 4 4 4   
If the problem occurs while no one is willing to do 
anything. 
2 2 2 2   
When they dont give cinsent. -1 -1 1 -1   
asking for help -1 -1 1 -1   
fighting 1 1 1 1   
asking for help 3 3 1 3   
literally anything -1 -1 -1 -1   
If there are other people around also that can 
also help me stop what is happening 
4 4 4 4   
When I know exactly what is going on in the 
situation 
1 1 1 1   
Adult present 3 4 4 4   
I know the people in the relationship. 2 2 1 2   
Creating a distraction for the potential victim to 
escape the situation 
99 99 3 99 6 
If the guy/girl is crossing obvious boundaries and I 
hear the girl telling him to get off or  no. 
1 1 1 1   
someone I care for being in danger 2 2 2 2   
When I have my phone ready to call help. 3 3 3 3   
If the victim is alone. 2 2 1 2   
Knowing about it 1 1 99 1   
knowing that I could be helpful or a safety net 2 2 2 2   
If i know the person 2 2 2 2   
Knowing the person I'm helping 2 2 2 2   
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If the situation is really serious 1 1 1 1   
If I know the person who could be harmed 2 2 2 2   
Having others that step in as well since I am 
physically smaller 
4 4 4 4   
if other people are around 4 4 4 4   
There is a group of people around. 4 4 4 4   
If I know them 2 2 2 2   
asking for help -1 -1 1 -1   
Closeness with the individual. 2 2 2 2   
Creating a distraction 99 99 3 99 6 
Maybe if one person is being aggressive towards 
the other person 
1 1 1 1   
It makes it easy to step in because what if that 
was my sibling. 
99 99 2 99 5 
I would step in if it was clear that someone bad 
was going to occur. 
1 1 1 1   
If I have a personal relationship with one of the 
two people. 
2 2 2 2   
Someone is being physical 1 1 1 1   
Be friendly and approachable. -1 -1 -1 -1   
Knowing the issue at hand 1 1 1 1   
If one or both people involved are people I know 
or am at least somewhat familiar with. 
2 2 2 2   
I am not the only one there who can help 4 4 4 4   
I'll step in whatever the situation 99 2 2 2   
If it is a woman in trouble i would be more 
inclined to help 
1 1 1 1   
if they were my friend 2 2 2 2   
I would go straight up to them. -1 -1 3 -1   
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I will make a distraction to help the person 99 99 3 99 6 
directly talk to the victim -1 -1 3 -1   
A call for help 1 1 1 1   
I think of my self in their shoes. 99 99 2 99 5 
someone who I'm close with needs help 2 2 2 2   
Someone is clearly being violated openly 1 1 1 1   
If the victim is a friend or family member 2 2 2 2   
If I know the person, even if I din't like them I am 
more likely to do something. 
2 2 2 2   
When there are other people around as witnesses 4 4 4 4   
If I know the person or both people 2 2 2 2   
if i know the people 2 2 2 2   
If im not the only person around. 4 4 4 4   
Ask them if they know where something is -1 -1 -1 -1   
being confident -1 -1 3 -1   
If I know that person 2 2 2 2   
if i know the person 2 2 2 2   
physical contact. 1 1 1 1   
When they are your friend. 2 2 2 2   
If there are many people around. 4 4 4 4   
If they were one of my close friends 2 2 2 2   
If my friend were in a bad relationship, I would 
help them get out of it before something were to 
happen. 
2 2 2 2   
I'm more likely to step in if its a friend 2 2 2 2   
Knowing where to go for help 3 3 3 3   
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when the victim feeling uncomfortable 1 1 1 1   
            
i know for sure that the person is in danger 1 1 1 1   
Knowing that I will remain anonymous 99 3 3 3   
step in with a few of my friends. not a very large 
group 
4 4 4 4   
if they are my friend or family 2 2 2 2   
when a man tries to hit a girl then i will step in 
cause it's not cool. 
1 1 1 1   
Pretending that I need the potential victims help 
with something. 
99 99 3 99 6 
If the attacker looks weak 3 3 3 3   
When he or she is extremely drunk or under 
heavy influence of drugs. 
1 1 1 1   
if a person was to hit the other person or look like 
they will 
1 1 1 1   
Do I now the person? 2 2 2 2   
seek professional help 3 3 3 3   
If there are more people watching (witness that 
can say what happened) 
4 4 4 4   
When there is someone stronger than me 
present. 
4 4 4 4   
If they are just arguing. 3 3 1 3   
I would be more likely to help if i saw it first hand. 1 1 99 1   
If the guy is smaller than me 3 3 3 3   
If someone is non-consenting 1 1 1 1   
When it is obvious or pointed out to my attention 1 1 99 1   
if other people are around 4 4 4 4   
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It's more likely that I will step in if I know the 
abuser or abused personally. 
2 2 2 2   
I would not allow and show that someone the 
difference to the way others are treated so ts 
easier for them to understand 
99 99 99 99 6 
If I personally know the victim I will always try to 
help in any way. 
2 2 2 2   
When I have the support of others to help me if 
the situation gets bad. 
4 4 4 4   
if it looks like its going to get violent i will step in 
no matter what 
1 1 1 1   
creating a distraction 99 99 3 99 6 
When I know I can help the situation 3 3 3 3   
If someone else steps in first. 4 4 4 4   
If the person is not aware of what is happening. 1 1 1 1   
The abused asking for help 1 1 1 1   
If I knew the people involved. 2 2 2 2   
If the person is my family or friend 2 2 2 2   
If the target is in clear distress and is asking for 
help 
1 1 1 1   
Somone could get hurt 1 1 1 1   
If they were my friend 2 2 2 2   
If someone directly asks me for help 1 1 1 1   
If the girl is in trouble 1 1 1 1   
knowing that they need my help 1 1 1 1   
if it is a visible situation in public 1 1 2 1   
If she/he is under the influence 1 1 1 1   
I would want someone to help me if I was in need 99 99 2 99 5 
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Asking people if they need help. 3 3 1 3   
I know one or both people involved. 2 2 2 2   
            
ask the victim if they want to join me 99 99 3 99 6 
If they tell you about it and they need help. 1 1 1 1   
Intervening with the couple -1 -1 -1 -1   
It clear that it is unwanted or someone is being to 
aggressive 
1 1 1 1   
People are around 4 4 4 4   
Knowing the person. 2 2 2 2   
If the indiviuals yells for help. 1 1 1 1   
Seeing it happen 1 1 1 1   
            
When someone is my age or younger it would be 
easier i feel 
1 1 2 1   
The person is a friend or family 2 2 2 2   
if they are asking for help 1 1 1 1   
Hearing about them verbally abusing their partner 1 1 1 1   
Life dangering circumstances 1 1 1 1   
If someone is in serious need 1 1 1 1   
Someone I know or care about 2 2 2 2   
Step in if the person is smaller than me 3 3 3 3   
At least one of the people is someone you know 2 2 2 2   
If the person is at least respectful to me and is 
willing to listen before acting upon it 
3 3 3 3   
When the person is accepting of help 1 1 1 1   
If there are other people around to witness the 
event 
4 4 4 4   
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Because I am a bigger and stronger guy I don't 
mind having to physically step into a situation, 
regardless of what may happen. 
3 3 3 3   
if I know them 2 2 2 2   
Someone close to me 2 2 2 2   
A group of friends to help approach the situation 
always helps 
4 4 4 4   
If i know the people involved. 2 2 2 2   
knowing the person/ people 2 2 2 2   
Distraction -1 -1 -1 -1   
My belief in a loving God motivates me. 2 2 2 2   
I have a size advantage on the aggressor 3 3 3 3   
Easiest to step in when you know one of the two 
people 
2 2 2 2   
When you can remain anonymous. 3 3 3 3   
Ask what do they need help with. 3 3 3 3   
            
            
if it is in a public place 3 3 2 3   
knowledge -1 -1 3 -1   
Knowing the guilt I will have if I don't step in. 2 2 2 2   
If it is someone I know 2 2 2 2   
when it isn't violent 3 3 3 3   
When there is others around 4 4 4 4   
helping by letting the authorities know. 3 3 3 3   
If there are other people there 4 4 4 4   
If there are others there to help me. 4 4 4 4   
Call for help 3 3 3 3   
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If they are younger 1 1 1 1   
When no one is stepping in. 4 4 4 4   
If the girl is crying and not wanting to do 
something 
1 1 1 1   
I would give my opinion to where the violence is 
leading to so they would get an idea of what they 
are doing so that can stop the violence. 
99 99 99 99 6 
Thinking about me and what I would want 
someone else to do for me. 
99 99 2 99 5 
If it was a close friend. 2 2 2 2   
Someone looks like they could be hurt 1 1 1 1   
There is no immediate threat to my safety or the 
safety of those I care about. 
3 3 3 3   
Knowing I'm getting someone out of a bad 
situation 
2 2 2 2   
Ask for help -1 -1 1 -1   
when someone I care about is involved 2 2 2 2   
It may help the victim feel better 2 2 -1 2   
I know one person 2 2 2 2   




Table 16. Facilitator of Helping Behavior: Second Respond 











Kaloni final recoded 
065 Male 198711 I know others that 
have gone through and 
would want to help 
anyone going through 
it 99 99 2 99 5 
071 Female 198716 when there is no 
immediate danger to 
myself 3 3 3 3   
071 Female 198728             
065 Male 198730             
071 Female 198731 the person has been 
friendly with me 2 2 2 2   
069 Female 198737 I have others to help 4 4 4 4   
072 Female 198745 If I have my phone to 
call for help if needed 3 3 3 3   
072 Female 198750 Making sure I have 
someone to help me fix 
the situation 4 4 4 4   
071 Female 198757             
072 Female 198770 When someone is 
getting hurt and I can 
see them in need. 1 1 1 1   
072 Female 198771 They ask directlt for 
help 1 1 1 1   
072 Male 198775 i still dont know -1 -1 -1 -1   
065 Female 198784 When my other friends 
are starting to be 
affected by the 
situation. 1 1 1 1   
072 Female 198786 If I had someone to 
help me out also. 4 4 4 4   
065 Female 198790 If they are clearly in 
trouble or need help. 1 1 1 1   
065 Female 198803 It would make it easier 
if that person would let 
me know that 
something was wrong. 1 1 1 1   
071 Female 198805 Tell him/her to go to a 
counselor. 3 3 3 3   
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071 Female 198811 *when alone with the 
person abused* To be 
comfortable with 
them, that way they 
would be more willing 
to take my advice and 
help. 99 99 3 99 6 
071 Female 198812 If I have a friend with 
me who will help as 
well 4 4 4 4   
072 Female 198813 If the person seems 
uncomfortable or looks 
like they need help 1 1 1 1   
071 Female 198816 try to talk to them 99 99 3 99 6 
049 Male 198818 Got to play my role as 
a good Samaritan 2 2 2 2   
071 Female 198829 If I can take them out 
of the situation. 2 3 3 3   
072 Male 198830 The situation is getting 
out of hand 1 1 1 1   
065 Female 198835 I would feel guilty if I 
didn't 2 2 2 2   
072 Male 198839 When I am bigger than 
the person initiating 
sexual violence. 3 3 3 3   
071 Male 198843 less people around 4 4 4 4   
072 Female 198845 I just would step in just 
because that is the 
type of friend I am. 2 2 2 2   
064 Female 198848 I feel safe 3 3 3 3   
072 Female 198854 If I am aware of the 
situation and know 
those involved. 2 2 2 2   
072 Female 198855 The victims 
acknowledgement of 
what is happening 1 1 1 1   
071 Female 198856 I'm more likely to step 
in if it's really bad and 
obvious and the person 
asks for help 1 1 1 1   
071 Male 198859 Is someone is trapped 1 1 1 1   
069 Female 198864 threats 1 1 1 1   
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072 Female 198865 I mean I would help 
someone know matter 
if it makes me 
uncomfortable. 99 2 2 2   
071 Male 198878 not being in  a rush to 
get somewhere 2 2 -1 2   
072 Female 198880 IF I KNOW ITS 
HAPPENING 1 1 99 1   
065 Male 198884 If the person 
personally comes to 
me and tells me about 
the situation 1 1 1 1   
065 Female 198887 If I care about them or 
am a friend of them 2 2 2 2   
068 Male 198891 Based off my personal 
Experiences i will 
always step up for 
someone. 99 99 2 99 5 
041 Male 198895 Its bothering me 2 2 2 2   
068 Female 198905 if a man/women is 
going over-bored with 
there loved one and I 
can help or look for 
help 1 1 99 1   
069 Male 198919 When there is visible 
proof that something is 
happening. 1 1 1 1   
065 Female 198924 Caring for that person 2 2 2 2   
071 Male 198927 If there is people 
around 4 4 4 4   
065 Male 198943 if i saw some one with 
marks on them i would 
tell some one or try to 
get them help 1 1 1 1   
055 Female 198962 There's immediate 
danger 1 1 1 1   
069 Male 198966 The consequences if i 
do not help 2 2 2 2   
064 Male 198971 i am also very likely to 
step in if it looks forced 
in anyway 1 1 1 1   
049 Female 199009 When an adult or 
authority figure is 
around to make sure 
everything is okay. 4 4 4 4   
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041 Male 199021             
049 Female 199035 I would step in if 
maybe I witnessed the 
violence because not 
saying anything makes 
me a part of it now as 
well. 1 1 1 1   
064 Male 199075 talk directly -1 -1 -1 -1   
068 Male 199081 If I or a friend know 
how to deal with the 
situation at hand. 3 3 3 3   
049 Female 199085 Withdrawal or 
depressed -1 -1 1 -1   
049 Female 199089 If I notice a difference 
in how they carry 
themselves or act near 
me 1 1 1 1   
041 Female 199093 Stand up to the violent 
person in the 
relationship to try to 
separate the two. 1 3 3 3   
078 Female 199094 If I have a personal 
relationship with the 
victim 2 2 2 2   
055 Female 199096             
072 Female 199108 If i see that the person 
who is being assaulted 
is really in need and 
trying to get away 1 1 1 1   
064 Female 199112 If I can see someone is 
in distress I will step in. 1 1 1 1   
049 Male 199113 If i even feel a girl is 
uncomfortable i will 
approach the situation 
politely and make sure 
everything okay. 1 1 1 1   
071 Female 199114 The situation turning 
deadly 1 1 1 1   
069 Male 199123             
049 Female 199129 If the person is clearly 
smaller than their 
abuser 1 1 1 1   
064 Male 199131 if i dont get hurt 3 3 3 3   
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064 Female 199143 If they are intoxicated, 
high, etc. 1 1 1 1   
065 Female 199164 if I know the people in 
the situation 2 2 2 2   
064 Female 199166 had physical training I 
would step in 3 3 3 3   
069 Female 199172 If I don't feel like I have 
a chance of doing 
anything 99 99 99 99 6 
069 Male 199193 if theres violence 1 1 1 1   
041 Female 199194 i won't get hurt 3 3 3 3   
064 Female 199204 Knowing that I did 
something to help 
others. 2 2 2 2   
068 Male 199207 communication is key -1 -1 -1 -1   
053 Female 199227 knowing there wont be 
violence towards me 
for intervening 3 3 3 3   
041 Male 199243             
071 Female 199247 I I know the person 
and/or can tell that 
they are in trouble. 2 2 2 2   
055 Female 199269 i have experience with 
this because my 
mother was abused by 
her ex husband so it 
hits close to home 99 99 3 99 5 
041 Female 199272 its the right thing to do 2 2 2 2   
065 Female 199288 If there is a problem i 
will always confront 
and defend someone 2 2 1 2   
055 Female 199294 If one clearly doesn't 
want to fight 1 1 1 1   
069 Female 199316             
074 Female 199349 If I'm confident I can 
diffuse the situation 3 3 3 3   
074 Female 199350 If I knew of emotional 
abuse I would step in. 1 1 1 1   
075 Male 199376 Think about what I 
should do before I act 3 3 3 3   
057 Female 199383 thinking about the 
outcome 2 2 2 2   
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068 Male 199385 I would be more likely 
to step in if I could find 
a way to distract the 
person. 99 99 3 99 6 
074 Female 199387             
026 Male 199388 One another way I 
could help, is by just 
taking one of them 
away from the person 
they are arguing with 
or just call the cops if it 
gets out of hand. 99 99 3 99 6 
068 Female 199391 Seeing the mental signs 
of abuse 1 1 1 1   
057 Female 199395 When they ask for help 1 1 1 1   
049 Female 199396 Knowing my safety is 
protected 3 3 3 3   
074 Male 199413 Know everyone has 
feelings and that 
anyone can make a 
mistake. 99 99 99 99 5 
026 Female 199421 Having a counselor to 
talk to about the 
relationship violence. 99 99 4 99 6 
068 Female 199426 If I know that I am not 
putting myself into 
danger as well 3 3 3 3   
014 Female 199432 Having a friend to trust 4 4 4 4   
059 Female 199434 if the person asks for 
my help 1 1 1 1   
014 Female 199440 If they open up and let 
you know they need 
help 1 1 1 1   
074 Female 199442 If someone was there 
to help me address the 
problem it would be 
easier for me to jump 
in 4 4 4 4   
075 Female 199445 If no one else is 
stepping in 4 4 4 4   
015 Male 199449 Talk directly to them -1 -1 3 -1   
026 Female 199451 If no one else stepped 
in I would 4 4 4 4   
057 Male 199453 Emotional distress -1 -1 1 -1   
064 Female 199464 creating a distraction 99 99 3 99 6 
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015 Female 199465 someone is crying 1 1 1 1   
015 Female 199467 The person is in 
physical or mental 
damage 1 1 1 1   
015 Female 199468 I know the person or 
people 2 2 2 2   
024 Male 199481 Very wobbly and seem 
sick 1 1 1 1   
057 Male 199486 I would talk directly to 
the person in the 
situation 99 99 3 99 6 
078 Female 199509 If it is in the moment I 
step in head first trying 
to do whatever I can to 
intervine 1 1 3 1   
064 Female 199527 if i am with  a group of 
friends that would also 
have my back 4 4 4 4   
014 Male 199528 Have them avoid the 
other who is being 
violent 99 99 3 99 6 
075 Female 199532 if i knew the girl or boy 
did not want to have 
sexual relations with 
the person violating 
them 1 1 1 1   
049 Female 199545 i knew the person 2 2 2 2   
015 Female 199550 If I have gone through 
a similar situation and 
know how it feels 99 99 2 99 5 
024 Female 199551 If the situation were 
reversed I would want 
someone to intervene 
to help me. 99 99 2 99 5 
041 Male 199560 If there is yelling, a 
possible scene, crying, 
or I can tell someone is 
uncomfortable in the 
situation they are in. 1 1 1 1   
075 Female 199565 If the victim makes eye 
contact with me 1 1 1 1   
036 Female 199572 if the he/she is being 
very aggressive 1 1 1 1   
078 Female 199581 if i know the person 2 2 2 2   
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024 Female 199583 Hands are about to hit 
another 1 1 1 1   
079 Male 199586 If i was their friend. 2 2 2 2   
074 Female 199590 Or to interrupt the 
situation to help the 
person who is being 
abused 99 99 3 99 6 
071 Female 199601 When people are in 
near distance, within 
hearing yells for help, 
or I have access to a 
phone. 1 1 3 1   
078 Female 199606 If I saw someone who 
looks uncomfortable 1 1 1 1   
057 Female 199623 I would bring someone 
else to help step into 
the situation. 4 4 4 4   
075 Female 199624 If I know that that 
person won't be able 
to defend themselves 1 1 1 1   
046 Female 199625 The fact that I'd feel 
relieved the person is 
safe 2 2 2 2   
079 Male 199641 I usually have my 
friends around and 
they come in with me 
to stop the situation. 4 4 4 4   
041 Male 199647 When someone is 
physically hit 1 1 1 1   
030 Female 199649 If the person 
experiencing the 
violence is close to me 2 2 2 2   
046 Female 199663 If I interpret physical or 
verbal advances as a 
threat or possible 
taking advantage of 
someone. (Peer 
pressure, Under the 
Influence, etc) 1 1 1 1   
026 Female 199674 less physical danger 3 3 3 3   
030 Male 199692 Someone has abusive 
marks on them 1 1 1 1   
075 Female 199699 if i knew the person 2 2 2 2   
075 Female 199703 If he or she is being 
abused in public 2 2 2 2   
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075 Female 199713 They ask for help 1 1 1 1   
015 Male 199730 If there is a heated 
situation that is not 
being controlled. 1 1 1 1   
015 Female 199739 If I feel as though that 
person's life is in grave 
danger. 1 1 1 1   
026 Female 199752 If I know the whole 
background that goes 
with the altercation 1 1 99 1   
057 Male 199754 The potential victim is 
screaming for help. 1 1 1 1   
015 Female 199756 if the situation is easy 
to get help to 3 3 99 3   
074 Female 199769 I would pull the person 
and take them with me 
wherever I went and 
let others know around 
me to stay away from 
the threat and watch 
out for him/her. 99 99 3 99 6 
069 Female 199770 If you know the person 
it is also easier to step 
in. 2 2 2 2   
069 Female 199772             
039 Male 199792 If there was no risk to 
me 3 3 3 3   
075 Female 199811 a difference in mood or 
if that person is less 
social 1 1 1 1   
041 Male 199818 If I have an influence 
on anyone involved 2 99 2 2   
074 Female 199821 I will step in when I for 
sure know that there is 
violence within the 
relationship. 1 1 1 1   
015 Male 199831 Someone asking me to 
help. 1 1 1 1   
053 Male 199841 When it's a female 1 1 1 1   
069 Female 199848 Depending on the 
immediate severity of 
the situation 1 1 1 1   
039 Female 199861 I know what I do will 
help. 3 3 3 3   
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015 Female 199872 know the person 2 2 2 2   
015 Female 199875 You will know the 
outcome will be way 
better if you step in. 3 3 2 3   
068 Female 199880 my help will not cause 
more harm 1 1 3 1   
049 Female 199909 asking for help 3 3 1 3   
076 Female 199921 Other people around. 4 4 4 4   
036 Female 199925 I will more likely step in 
if I see the person 
becoming distant with 
friends and family. 1 1 1 1   
068 Female 199926 I will step in if there are 
other people around. 4 4 4 4   
069 Female 199928 I would probably also 
try to talk directly 
towards the two 
people in the 
relationship. 99 99 3 99 6 
068 Female 199936             
030 Male 199953 It's something terrible 1 1 1 1   
057 Female 199959 ask for help for a 
trusted adult or friend 3 3 4 3   
046 Male 199975 i witness the act of 
violence 1 1 1 1   
046 Male 199982 the victim calls out for 
help 1 1 1 1   
075 Female 199996 When someone begins 
to raise their voice, or 
yells 1 1 1 1   
026 Male 200002 Talk to the person 
facing the problem and 
talk to them about a 
solution 99 99 3 99 6 
068 Male 200006 Defend myself, or the 
victim -1 -1 3 -1   
041 Female 200018 The victim looks like 
they need help 1 1 1 1   
032 Female 200030 If I know the alleged 
abuser 2 2 2 2   
068 Male 200031 If I think that the 
situation is becoming 
dangerous 1 1 1 1   
014 Female 200037 codes -1 -1 -1 -1   
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026 Female 200038 When I can tell 
someone is in an 
uncomfortable 
situation 1 1 1 1   
026 Male 200046 Knowing that I am the 
one doing right and not 
the other way around 
helps me to make sure 
I always am of 
assistance. 2 2 2 2   
064 Female 200060 If I had detailed 
information to help 
report the situation 1 1 99 1   
069 Female 200068 knowing the people 
and knowing what they 
respond to helps also 2 2 2 2   
026 Female 200077 Creating a distraction. 99 99 3 99 6 
026 Male 200083 call a friend 3 3 4 3   
075 Female 200095 If I see someone is in 
danger 1 1 1 1   
068 Female 200097 Knowing that violence 
won't be a problem. 3 3 3 3   
015 Male 200104 If that person comes to 
me for help 1 1 1 1   
075 Male 200112 If it turns physical. 1 1 1 1   
015 Female 200115 Think to myself: Don't 
think, just do. 
Someone needs help. If 
you don't, who will? 2 2 2 2   
015 Female 200117 If the other person 
looks uncomfortable in 
a situation with 
possible sexual or 
relationship violence 1 1 1 1   
053 Female 200120 Tell someone whats 
happening 99 99 4 99 6 
074 Male 200127 if the partner doesnt 
leave the other person 1 1 1 1   
078 Male 200128 If they are my family 2 2 2 2   
024 Male 200131 A situation involving 
just two or three 
individuals rather than 
a whole group makes it 
easier for me to step 3 3 4 3   
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in. 
071 Male 200136 taking initiative to stop 
it 99 99 2 99 6 
039 Female 200139 observing the problem 
with my own eyes 1 1 1 1   
075 Male 200143 If that person is close 
to me. 2 2 2 2   
041 Male 200155 Creating another 
distraction by making a 
fuss around the 
assailant. 99 99 3 99 6 
049 Male 200157 when the girl expresses 
distress 1 1 1 1   
026 Male 200159 Being honest -1 -1 -1 -1   
026 Female 200161 Talking to the abuser 
to distract them 99 99 3 99 6 
026 Male 200164 That person can get 
hurt if you dont do 
something. 2 2 1 2   
041 Male 200167 yelling 1 1 1 1   
064 Male 200170 It would also be easier 
if i was with a group of 
people because we 
could empower them 
more easilly 4 4 4 4   
071 Male 200178 If I am witnessing or 
hearing it happen 1 1 1 1   
039 Male 200184 the violence is more 
than verbal 1 1 1 1   
055 Female 200192 That I wont be at a risk 
of being attacked if I 
step in 3 3 3 3   
069 Female 200205 If I know there's a 
system in place to 
protect me as well 3 3 3 3   
075 Male 200209 if they asked 1 1 1 1   
024 Male 200220 Be there to support 
them -1 -1 3 -1   
030 Female 200229 if they're my family 
member 2 2 2 2   
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041 Male 200240 If I witness it first hand 1 1 1 1   
053 Female 200242 Know the type of 
relationship he/she has 
with his/her partner 2 2 99 2   
030 Female 200260 If i knew they have 
been going though this 
for a ong time. 1 1 1 1   
078 Female 200269 Having an adult near 
me or come me help. 4 4 4 4   
068 Female 200273 Especially if it is a close 
friend I help. 2 2 2 2   
057 Female 200279 If i had help 4 4 4 4   
039 Male 200285 Talking directly -1 -1 -1 -1   
068 Female 200292 I would create a 
distraction 99 99 3 99 6 
065 Male 200295 If my life is not danger. 
My personal safety is 
usually not taken into 
consideration unless it 
is life threatening to 
me. Then I would get 
the police 3 3 3 3   
078 Male 200300 Someone calling out 
for me 1 1 1 1   
014 Male 200313 Obvious force 1 1 1 1   
076 Female 200322 Doing whatever you 
need to do in order to 
help your friend 2 2 2 2   
053 Female 200324 If they look hurt or 
have proof of abuse. 1 1 1 1   
039 Female 200325 I would think about the 
how it would be 
beneficial for them and 
how someone else 
could stand up for 
them and they don't 
have to do it on their 
own. 99 99 2 99 5 
059 Male 200358 Asking other around to 
help as well 4 4 4 4   
069 Male 200359 If Im there with friends 4 4 4 4   
075 Female 200386 If someone is too 
intoxicated 1 1 1 1   
032 Male 200405 changing the subject -1 -1 3 -1   
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059 Female 200406 If I know the person in 
trouble 2 2 2 2   
030 Female 200415 I have my own 
protection. 3 3 3 3   
049 Male 200422             
015 Female 200431 If there are clear signs 
of violence and the 
victim does not see it 
as just that 1 1 1 1   
030 Female 200433 getting some one out a 
dangerous relationship 
that they most likely 
were scared to get out 
of. 1 1 1 1   
064 Female 200437 no one else is helping 4 4 4 4   
068 Male 200438 i know the person in 
trouble 2 2 2 2   
078 Male 200447 Screams 1 1 1 1   
041 Male 200450 give the person 
motivation 99 99 -1 99 6 
078 Female 200466 If someone is 
screaming 1 1 1 1   
055 Female 200490 If nobody else is doing 
anything to help, I will. 4 4 4 4   
055 Male 200502 If someone looks like 
they are in need simply 
offering my assistance. 1 1 1 1   
014 Female 200507 If the person is a family 
member 2 2 2 2   
046 Male 200522 when I'm with the 
concerned party one 
on one 3 3 1 3   
053 Male 200536 It would be easier if it 
was a more private 
situation. 2 2 99 2   
064 Female 200543 you have others 
stepping in as well 4 4 4 4   
079 Male 200544 Yelling 1 1 1 1   
014 Male 200547 Clear change in 
behavior 1 1 -1 1   
030 Male 200550 I will ask for help if 
there is violence 
involved 1 1 3 1   
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076 Male 200557 Another thing that 
would make it easier 
would be if it was in a 
public place. 3 3 2 3   
078 Female 200558 talking directly -1 -1 -1 -1   
046 Female 200562 My friends being there 
to help me or back me 
up 4 4 4 4   
014 Female 200565 If there was no danger 
to me if i were to 
intervene 3 3 3 3   
014 Male 200566 If there is no doubt 
that something bad will 
happen if I don't step 
in. 1 1 1 1   
049 Male 200575 Their reaction to the 
situation 1 1 1 1   
078 Female 200589 when i see something 
first hand 1 1 1 1   
036 Male 200598 people who are not 
particpating in physical 
violence 99 4 4 4   
032 Male 200612 personal gain -1 -1 -1 -1   
039 Female 200613 I would step in if i 
know the victim or 
offender 2 2 2 2   
079 Male 200623 It is also my moral 
obligation to step in . 2 2 2 2   
041 Male 200624 When I have some 
form of protection on 
me 3 3 3 3   
014 Female 200625 talking directly -1 -1 -1 -1   
049 Female 200629 How close I am to the 
victim 2 2 2 2   
024 Female 200630 The guilt that I would 
have inside for a long 
time for not helping 
out that person. 2 2 2 2   
076 Female 200634 If it is my friend or 
another woman that I 
know 2 2 2 2   
079 Male 200640 Asking if the person is 
okay. 99 99 3 99 6 
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078 Female 200642 When there are 
multiple methods 
possible of stepping in 99 3 3 3   
036 Male 200646 hitting someone 1 1 1 1   
057 Male 200653 understanding the 
danger that the person 
is in 1 1 1 1   
079 Female 200654 Calling for help, and 
watching them to 
make they are safe 
from a distance if the 
other person is violent. 3 99 3 3   
041 Female 200676 I'm not alone, and 
won't also get hurt by 
interviening 4 4 4 4   
057 Male 200704 Other people are 
around 4 4 4 4   
015 Male 200705 No weapons will 
definitely make it 
easier for someone to 
step in. 3 3 3 3   
068 Female 200720 When they are 
intoxicated. 1 1 1 1   
036 Male 200732 if they person at risk is 
scared 1 1 1 1   
039 Male 200737 guns -1 -1 1 -1   
079 Male 200746 create a distraction 99 99 3 99 6 
057 Female 200756 literally anything -1 -1 -1 -1   
039 Female 200769 If I know the person 
who is at risk 2 2 2 2   
057 Female 200772 When someone asks 
me for help 1 1 1 1   
076 Male 200775 More people know 4 -1 4 4   
039 Male 200776 There are others 
around. 4 4 4 4   
014 Male 200780 Confronting the 
potential 
attacker/offender to 
make them question 
what they are 
contemplating doing. 99 99 3 99 6 
039 Female 200784 When I see a 
worried/uncomfortabe 
face on the victim 1 1 1 1   
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036 Female 200786 severity of the 
situation 1 1 1 1   
039 Female 200787 When I have a form of 
self-protection. 3 3 3 3   
068 Female 200790 It it has been a while 
after the previous 
incident. 99 99 99 99 6 
026 Male 200798 COnfidence -1 -1 3 -1   
014 Female 200805 the aggressor is under 
the influence 1 1 1 1   
053 Female 200810 If it is obvious that 
there is a problem 1 1 1 1   
053 Female 200811 High severity 1 1 1 1   
055 Male 200826 If another person was 
there for assistance 4 4 4 4   
078 Female 200829 If I am around people I 
know 4 4 4 4   
030 Female 200840 Seeing this happening 
in a public place since 
it's safer to intervene 
in a public venue. 3 3 2 3   
039 Female 200842 knowing I will keep 
someone out of danger 2 2 2 2   
036 Male 200850 The person I am 
helping is a friend of 
mine. 2 2 2 2   
024 Female 200863 They ask for help 1 1 1 1   
024 Female 200883 speaking to the person 
directly about any 
problems 99 99 3 99 6 
053 Male 200888 If the situation seems 
high risk. 1 1 1 1   
036 Female 200891 Finding help nearby 
(within eyesight) 3 3 4 3   
039 Female 200895 If you could possible 
see it be worse if there 
was no one there to 
witness it. 99 99 1 99 5 
032 Male 200899 It makes it easier 
because I wouldn't 
want that to happen to 
me. 99 99 2 99 5 
030 Female 200910 I would intervene inn 
big or small groups. 4 4 4 4   
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015 Female 200916 When am I asked to 
help or step 1 1 1 1   
076 Male 200922 Someone is being very 
aggressive 1 1 1 1   
079 Female 200923 Listen to to them and 
try to understand them 
in order to come up 
with a solution on how 
to help them. 99 99 3 99 6 
036 Male 200943 Knowing either partner 
personally 2 2 2 2   
055 Female 200948 If there isn't an 
immediate threat to 
myself if i were to step 
in. 3 3 3 3   
049 Female 200955 There are men around 
who i can ask for help 
when stopping the 
problem 4 4 4 4   
046 Female 200962 I'll step in whatever the 
situation 99 2 2 2   
024 Male 200969 if no weapons are 
involved it would be 
easier 3 3 3 3   
055 Female 200979             
078 Male 200988 I would distract the 
abuser. 99 99 3 99 6 
059 Female 200991 I will come up to the 
person in harm and 
talk directly to them so 
that the bad person 
can leave 99 99 3 99 6 
079 Female 200997 provide a distraction 99 99 3 99 6 
057 Male 201004 I can physically see 
abuse 1 1 1 1   
055 Male 201011 Think of the 
consequences -1 -1 3 -1   
032 Female 201020 i am with someone 
else helping the person 4 4 4 4   
039 Male 201027 I saw most of the 
incident including the 
reason behind it 1 1 1 1   
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065 Female 201032 If there isn't the danger 
that I won't be a victim 
myself 3 3 3 3   
076 Female 201034 It would be easier to 
step in when there is 
not a huge crowd of 
people sitting back and 
letting every thing 
unfold. 4 4 4 4   
079 Male 201043 If I know someone that 
is involved in the 
altercation 2 2 2 2   
055 Female 201055 Just being a good 
person in general? 2 2 2 2   
036 Female 201056 Having someone in 
case something 
happens 4 4 4 4   
057 Female 201063 If i know one of the 
people. 2 2 2 2   
076 Male 201066 Offer for any help if 
needed 99 99 3 99 6 
032 Female 201067 Knowing you're helping 
someone 2 2 2 2   
030 Male 201068 When it is very easy to 
spot something is 
about to happen 1 1 1 1   
076 Male 201080 if the person is 
intoxicated 1 1 1 1   
074 Male 201084 verbal abuse. 1 1 1 1   
076 Male 201085 When others think that 
there is a problem. 1 1 4 1   
079 Female 201087 If I knew the person. 2 2 2 2   
032 Female 201091 If the person really 
needed help 1 1 1 1   
024 Female 201103 I would try to confront 
them and try to warn 
them before they get 
hurt or before 
something bad 
happens. 99 99 3 99 6 
030 Female 201117 I'm more likely to step 
in if the person being 
affected seems like 
they wont act upon it 1 1 1 1   
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079 Female 201122 understand the 
relationship -1 -1 99 -1   
064 Male 201123 when its getting 
heated and the victim 
needed help 1 1 1 1   
053 Female 201124             
053 Male 201126 hey asked for help 1 1 1 1   
030 Male 201131 Knowing that I will not 
be in any direct 
physical danger. 3 3 3 3   
053 Male 201145 tell the offender you 
will potentially call the 
police. 3 3 3 3   
032 Female 201156 if i see it happen right 
in front of me 1 1 1 1   
024 Male 201166 if it gets out of hand i'll 
will step in 1 1 1 1   
079 Female 201196 Having another person 
confront the situation 
with me. 4 4 4 4   
057 Female 201200 If I know the victim 2 2 2 2   
032 Male 201211 When he or she is 
physically abused. 1 1 1 1   
053 Female 201218 if they start yelling 
really loudly at each 
other 1 1 1 1   
057 Male 201231 Are they in legitamate 
danger? 1 1 1 1   
014 Female 201232 tell an authority 3 3 3 3   
059 Female 201239 A need for immediate 
action 1 1 1 1   
014 Female 201240 If it does not involve 
alcohol. 3 3 1 3   
079 Female 201246 If they look 
uncomfortable or 
scared. 1 1 1 1   
076 Male 201247 I would have stronger 
feelings if it was 
someone i knew. 2 2 2 2   
079 Male 201250 Or if he's not looking -1 -1 3 -1   
046 Male 201251 If one person is using 
force on another 1 1 1 1   
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032 Female 201257 When I am not alone 
and run the risk of 
endangering my self 3 3 3 3   
055 Female 201258 Familiar with the 
environment 2 2 2 2   
015 Male 201266 It makes it easier to 
step in when there isn't 
a large group of people 
there, so that I know to 
be the one to step in. 4 4 4 4   
057 Male 201281 Confront the person 
making the sexual 
violence and step in to 
stop them 99 99 3 99 6 
076 Female 201282 If it is life threatening 
to the victim I will step 
in. 1 1 1 1   
014 Female 201316 They are my friend or I 
know them 2 2 2 2   
036 Male 201318 if it looks like some one 
is getting taking 
advantage of i will step 
in 1 1 1 1   
024 Female 201320 calling for help 3 3 1 3   
074 Male 201328 When I am able to 
make an impact and 
help someone 2 2 3 2   
039 Female 201354 If the person is 
seriously in trouble. 1 1 1 1   
078 Male 201355 If I know the person 
well enough. 2 2 2 2   
053 Female 201358 If I know both people 2 2 2 2   
053 Male 201362 If I knew I would be 
able to successfully 
defuse the situation. 3 3 3 3   
024 Female 201370 If no one else is willing 
to help 4 4 4 4   
076 Male 201389 If the assaulter is being 
aggressive 1 1 1 1   
041 Male 201403 Legal issues could arise 
for both parties 99 99 1 99 6 
014 Male 201405 If they seemed like 
they were in danger 1 1 1 1   
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069 Male 201420 If someone is have real 
issues and is too afraid 
to ask for help 1 1 1 1   
057 Male 201422 If the guy is hurting her 1 1 1 1   
079 Female 201423 the absuser is not in 
the room 3 3 3 3   
075 Male 201434 if i feel i can help for 
the better good 2 2 3 2   
032 Male 201439 If I personally know 
he/she 2 2 2 2   
014 Female 201440 The person may not be 
able to defend 
themselves 1 1 1 1   
032 Male 201451 Talking to them 
directly. 99 99 3 99 6 
014 Male 201454 It's evident that there 
is a chance of physical 
violence of any sort. 1 1 1 1   
015 Male 201459             
036 Female 201464 ask the victim to go to 
the bathroom with me 99 99 3 99 6 
014 Female 201465 If I see it first hand. 1 1 1 1   
079 Male 201466 Call for help 3 3 3 3   
032 Male 201472 they are really drunk 1 1 1 1   
014 Female 201474 If they seem to be in 
actual trouble 1 1 1 1   
015 Male 201493 Being able to identify 
the risk. 1 1 1 1   
024 Male 201502 I see what is occuring. 1 1 1 1   
076 Male 201522 I know it is happening 1 1 99 1   
079 Male 201526             
046 Female 201527 If it is a close friend or 
relative 2 2 2 2   
032 Female 201537 The abusive person is 
not around 3 3 3 3   
078 Male 201558 if i see any forced 
activity 1 1 1 1   
076 Female 201561 Hearing about them 
physically abusing their 
partner 1 1 1 1   
024 Male 201563 explicit plea for help 1 1 1 1   
030 Female 201567 If someone asks for 
help 1 1 1 1   
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057 Male 201585 Presence of friends or 
'allies' 4 4 4 4   
046 Male 201606 Step in if more help is 
near. 4 4 4 4   
024 Male 201615 There's more than just 
me there 4 4 4 4   
076 Female 201623 the situation isn't so far 
into the violence 3 3 3 3   
032 Female 201630 When I personally 
know the person 
affected 2 2 2 2   
039 Female 201634 If I see that there is 
real threat or possible 
harm 1 1 1 1   
039 Male 201642 I also have great 
people skills which 
help me reason with 
someone no matter 
how rash they may 
seem. 3 3 3 3   
076 Male 201648 if its a female being on 
the hurtful side 1 1 1 1   
014 Male 201653 Happening in front of 
me 1 1 99 1   
057 Male 201664 A well light or common 
area where i know if 
things go south people 
will be around to see 
the event unroll 4 4 2 4   
057 Male 201671 If it is clear that there si 
an issue that needs to 
be resolved or 
addressed. 1 1 1 1   
024 Female 201676 witnessing abuse 
occurring personally 1 1 1 1   
046 Male 201735 Helping the victim -1 -1 -1 -1   
039 Male 201736 Knowing that these 
people have brothers 
and sisters and parents 
that would want 
someone to help. 99 99 2 99 5 
046 Male 201753 I'm not acting alone 4 4 4 4   
059 Male 201762 Putting yourself in that 
situation 99 99 2 99 5 
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046 Male 201770 When i know the 
person that is involved. 2 2 2 2   
053 Female 201779 Try to get them to get 
professional help 3 3 3 3   
024 Male 201781             
024 Male 201855             
053 Female 201857 if there is more than 
one person with me 4 4 4 4   
039 Male 201858 distraction -1 -1 3 -1   
046 Female 201867 Thinking if I don't who 
will 2 2 2 2   
032 Male 201888 If there is no one else 
around 2 2 4 2   
053 Female 201898 when there are other 
people around. 4 4 4 4   
053 Female 201910 When I see something 
happen that I wouldnt 
like being done to me 99 99 2 99 5 
053 Male 201912 or stepping in right 
away. -1 -1 3 -1   
053 Male 201971 If a lot of other people 
are helping too 4 4 4 4   
078 Female 202124 If there's no chance of 
myself getting hurt 3 3 3 3   
030 Female 202171 making a distraction 99 99 3 99 6 
049 Female 202237 If they are hurt 1 1 1 1   
078 Male 202354 When I see the victim 
being abused. 1 1 1 1   
055 Male 202414 If there are signs of 
abuse. 1 1 1 1   
059 Male 202501 I would tell others 
around me if it is right 
to step in and help. 2 2 99 2   
032 Female 202505 Thinking about that 
persons family and 
friends. 99 99 2 99 5 
036 Male 202527 If it was a family 
member. 2 2 2 2   
055 Female 202590 Both parties are 
intoxicated 1 1 1 1   
069 Male 202669 The victim actively 
wants to change their 
situation. 1 1 1 1   
059 Female 202814             
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024 Female 202867 Creating a distraction 99 99 3 99 6 
036 Female 202898 when there's a major 
age difference 1 1 1 1   
059 Female 202930 When someone needs 
help, they should be 
able to get it 2 2 2 2   
015 Male 202935 I know for sure the 
whole situation 1 1 99 1   
030 Male 203098 Guarantee that i wont 
get in trouble for 
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065 Male 198711 I do not want to ruin a 
relationship 
2 2 2 2   
071 Female 198716 when the person does 
not want help or is not 
honest with 
him/herself 
1 1 1 1   
071 Female 198728             
065 Male 198730             
071 Female 198731 i don't know the 
person 
2 2 2 2   
069 Female 198737 I'm alone 2 2 99 2   
072 Female 198745 If no one else is 
around and feel like I 
am in danger if I step 
in 
3 3 3 3   
072 Female 198750 having a chance that i 
will be hurt 
3 3 3 3   
071 Female 198757             
072 Female 198770 When it is apparent 
I'm not needed in the 
situation. 
1 1 2 1   
072 Female 198771 If the situaution is 
really dangerouse 
3 3 3 3   
072 Male 198775 yeah i dont know -1 -1 -1 -1   
065 Female 198784 When the person in 
the wrong is your 
friend 
2 2 2 2   
072 Female 198786 I don't want to end up 
getting hurt. 
3 3 3 3   
065 Female 198790 If there is fear of harm 
to yourself. 
3 3 3 3   
065 Female 198803 it is hard if you really 
canttell if that person 
is in danger and you 
dont ant to falsley 
accuse them. 
1 1 1 1   
071 Female 198805 The victim is under 
control of their 
partner. 
99 1 1 1   
071 Female 198811 It's dark and I'm alone 2 2 3 2   
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071 Female 198812 Sometimes it is hard 
to tell whether a 
person is really in 
trouble or if they/the 
other person is just 
kidding around 
1 1 1 1   
072 Female 198813 If I don't know the 
person at all 
2 2 2 2   
071 Female 198816 when the two people 
are argueing 
1 99 1 1   
049 Male 198818 The risk of sexual 
violence 
99 99 99 99 6 
071 Female 198829 Usually because they 
don't want to talk 
about it. 
1 1 1 1   
072 Male 198830 There are a lot of 
tough people around 
2 99 2 2   
065 Female 198835 Fear of the ther 
person 
3 3 3 3   
072 Male 198839 When the person 
initiating the sexual 
violence is bigger than 
I am. 
3 3 3 3   
071 Male 198843 more people -1 -1 2 -1   
072 Female 198845 The other significant 
other could step in 
and cause violence 
towards me. 
3 3 3 3   
064 Female 198848 It's an unsafe 
environment 
3 3 3 3   
072 Female 198854 If there are weapons 
involved, I will 
indirectly help by 
calling 911. 
99 99 99 99 6 
072 Female 198855 The victims denial that 
it is happening makes 
it hard to stop it 
because if they don't 
see it then they wont 
want to stop it and 
that makes it hard 
1 1 1 1   
071 Female 198856 it's hard if it's too far 
deep into the 
problems and no 
matter what you do 
they wont stop 
2 2 2 2   
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071 Male 198859 If it is a female that is 
in danger 
99 99 99 99 7 
069 Female 198864 violence -1 -1 99 -1   
072 Female 198865 I may or may not be 
getting myself and the 
other person in more 
danger. 
3 3 3 3   
071 Male 198878 Having something 
important to get to 
99 -1 -1 -1   
072 Female 198880 IF THERE IS A 
WEAPON INVOLVED 
3 3 3 3   
065 Male 198884 If I can't tell if the 
couple is joking or not. 
1 1 1 1   
065 Female 198887 the fact that i could 
get hurt 
3 3 3 3   
068 Male 198891 Nothing. -1 -1 -1 -1   
041 Male 198895 Larger person 3 3 3 3   
068 Female 198905 If it looks like ill be a 
victim as well 
3 3 3 3   
069 Male 198919 If the person is a 
constant drama 
seeker, and hard to 
trust or believe. 
1 1 1 1   
065 Female 198924 How they will 
perceive/take my help 
1 2 2 2   
071 Male 198927 Bigger person 3 3 3 3   
065 Male 198943 if the person in the 
sexual violence would 
get mad at me for 
stepping in 
1 1 2 1   
055 Female 198962 I don't know the 
whole situaton 
1 1 1 1   
069 Male 198966 i'd help regardless 99 99 99 99 6 
064 Male 198971 it makes it hard if if it 
is a large crowd 
4 4 4 4   
049 Female 199009 If i am all alone 2 2 99 2   
041 Male 199021             
049 Female 199035 I would not step in if i 
wasn't asked to 
because it's not my 
business. 
2 2 2 2   
064 Male 199075 more people on their 
side 
4 4 99 4   
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068 Male 199081 If alcohol or drugs 
have been involved. 
2 2 2 2   
049 Female 199085 Fear that someone in 
the relationship might 
get physical with me 
4 4 3 4   
049 Female 199089 I might not know the 
other person 
2 2 2 2   
041 Female 199093 They think everything 
is okay and nothing is 
wrong. 
1 4 1 1   
078 Female 199094 If they don't want help 1 1 1 1   
055 Female 199096             
072 Female 199108 If the assaulter is 
already throwing 
punches. 
3 3 3 3   
064 Female 199112 If there is an 
immediate threat to 
myself. 
3 3 3 3   
049 Male 199113 If i see their are 
weapons involved i 
might be more 
hesitant, but still 
might intervene 
3 3 3 3   
071 Female 199114 Saying the person was 
in the right 
-1 -1 99 -1   
069 Male 199123             
049 Female 199129 If the person appears 
to be handling it on 
their own 
2 2 1 2   
064 Male 199131 if the person doesn't 
want help 
1 1 1 1   
064 Female 199143 If the person doing the 
assaulting is overly 
aggressive 
3 3 3 3   
065 Female 199164 if it becomes violent 
to the people around 
3 3 3 3   
064 Female 199166 Afraid of getting 
hit/raped too 
3 3 3 3   
069 Female 199172 I am worried I will get 
hurt in the process 
3 3 3 3   
069 Male 199193 if i don't like the 
person 
99 99 99 99 6 
041 Female 199194 in at risk for danger 3 3 3 3   
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064 Female 199204 Thinking I could lose 
that friendship. 
4 4 4 4   
068 Male 199207 they deserive it 99 99 99 99 6 
053 Female 199227 not knowing if the 
help is welcome 
1 1 2 1   
041 Male 199243             
071 Female 199247 I am not very strong 
physically. 
3 3 3 3   
055 Female 199269 the threat level; i 
wouldn't want them 
to get upset and hurt 
the person i was 
helping 
2 2 2 2   
041 Female 199272 its not a comfortable 
situation to be a part 
of 
4 4 3 4   
065 Female 199288 abuse, violence, 
physical stuff 
3 3 3 3   
055 Female 199294 If they are much older 
than me 
99 3 3 3   
069 Female 199316 When they are both 
yelling at each other in 
public 
2 2 99 2   
074 Female 199349 If it's some big guy 3 3 3 3   
074 Female 199350 Feelings can make it 
hard to step in. 
3 3 99 3   
075 Male 199376 Trying to fix the 
situation without 
thinking what I should 
do 
99 99 1 99 7 
057 Female 199383 the possibility of 
getting assaulted 
myself. 
3 3 3 3   
068 Male 199385 If I were alone and the 
person seemed to be 
very physically violent. 
3 3 3 3   
074 Female 199387             
026 Male 199388 It is none of my 
business and 
sometimes the people 
involve would 
backlash at you for 
trying to help. 
2 2 2 2   
068 Female 199391 When I'm intimidated 
by the abuser 
3 3 3 3   
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057 Female 199395 If the person wont 
accept your help 
1 1 2 1   
049 Female 199396 Someone is overly 
violent 
3 3 3 3   
074 Male 199413 Someone I know. 2 2 2 2   
026 Female 199421 When the person is 
violent and could 
threaten my safety. 
3 3 3 3   
068 Female 199426 If I were to be making 
the situation worse in 
some way 
2 2 3 2   
014 Female 199432 People ignoring the 
situation 
4 4 4 4   
059 Female 199434 if the person does not 
want help 
1 1 1 1   
014 Female 199440 Feeling threatened 3 3 3 3   
074 Female 199442 If I have already 
helped the person and 
they keep making the 
same mistakes over 
and over again 
99 99 99 99 5 
075 Female 199445 If there is a 
gun/weapon involved 
3 3 3 3   
015 Male 199449 If I don't know for sure 1 1 1 1   
026 Female 199451 Being alone 2 2 99 2   
057 Male 199453 Privacy -1 -1 -1 -1   
064 Female 199464 fear that I will get hurt 3 3 3 3   
015 Female 199465 someone is 
disrespectful 
99 99 99 99 7 
015 Female 199467 There is a risk for 
myself to be harmed 
3 3 3 3   
015 Female 199468 They are strangers to 
me 
2 2 2 2   
024 Male 199481 Hear them give 
consent 
1 1 1 1   
057 Male 199486 Being scared for the 
other persons life 
99 99 99 99 7 
078 Female 199509 Not knowing exactly 
what to do is hard 
because there is that 
hesitation on what to 
do 
3 3 3 3   
064 Female 199527 if there were a big 
group of people 
99 99 2 99 7 
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014 Male 199528 When the victim will 
not talk about it 
because they are 
scared 
1 1 1 1   
075 Female 199532 when people get mad 
at you for trying to 
help 
4 4 4 4   
049 Female 199545 if they are in a private 
conversation 
99 99 99 99 7 
015 Female 199550 I would not want to 
get involved 
2 2 2 2   
024 Female 199551 I wouldn't want to 
assume what was 
going on and be 
wrong. 
1 1 1 1   
041 Male 199560 When I don't know 
either of the people 
that are involved. 
2 2 2 2   
075 Female 199565 If the assulter is of 
large build 
3 3 3 3   
036 Female 199572 if he/she is in denial 1 1 1 1   
078 Female 199581 if there is violence, 
aka a gun 
3 3 3 3   
024 Female 199583 Weapons are involved 3 3 3 3   
079 Male 199586 If i didn't know them. 2 2 2 2   
074 Female 199590 Its hard to step in 
when the person is 
acting strange or is 
under the influence 
2 2 2 2   
071 Female 199601 I am in imminent 
danger of getting hurt 
3 3 3 3   
078 Female 199606 if I saw someone being 
hit 
3 3 3 3   
057 Female 199623 Knowing that you can 
be at risk as well. 
3 3 3 3   
075 Female 199624 If I am putting myself 
at risk 
3 3 3 3   
046 Female 199625 Anxiety -1 -1 3 -1   
079 Male 199641 When people ignore 
the issue 
4 4 4 4   
041 Male 199647 When the aggressive 
person has a weapon 
3 3 3 3   
030 Female 199649 Total stranger 2 2 2 2   
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046 Female 199663 Dealing with a male 
offender, as males are 
proven to naturally 
have more strength 
over a female. 
3 3 3 3   
026 Female 199674 physical violence 3 3 3 3   
030 Male 199692 When the person has 
a weapon on them 
3 3 3 3   
075 Female 199699 if i would get harmed 3 3 3 3   
075 Female 199703 When you don't know 
if it is abuse or just a 
couple arguing 
1 1 1 1   
075 Female 199713 They have weapons 3 3 3 3   
015 Male 199730 If a couple is simply 
arguing. 
2 1 1 1   
015 Female 199739 If I feel that that 
person's life is not in 
grave danger. 
1 1 1 1   
026 Female 199752 If there involves 
threats 
3 3 3 3   
057 Male 199754 I personally know that 
the two people are a 
couple. 
2 2 2 2   
015 Female 199756 threatening -1 -1 -1 -1   
074 Female 199769 It would be hard if the 
person is like holding 
on or hovering over 
the one they are 
trying to take 
advantage of. 
3 3 3 3   
069 Female 199770 When you do not 
know either person in 
the situation. 
2 2 2 2   
069 Female 199772 the situation is already 
hard to step in. i 
would not want to get 
involed with someone 
else's relationship. 
2 2 2 2   
039 Male 199792 If there was a risk to 
my life 
3 3 3 3   
075 Female 199811 i can't think of a 
reason to not help 
99 99 99 99 6 
041 Male 199818 If I am not close to 
anyone involved 
2 2 2 2   
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074 Female 199821 It would be hard if the 
person shuts me out 
and doesn't tell me 
what's wrong. 
1 1 1 1   
015 Male 199831 When I would be at 
harm if i stepped in. 
3 3 3 3   
053 Male 199841 If I don't know the 
person 
2 2 2 2   
069 Female 199848 When I feel that there 
may not be a problem 
and I could be reading 
the situation wrong. 
1 1 1 1   
039 Female 199861 If they have a weapon. 3 3 3 3   
015 Female 199872 being shut out 99 99 1 99 7 
015 Female 199875 Afraid to get hurt. 3 3 3 3   
068 Female 199880 no other witnesses 2 2 99 2   
049 Female 199909 smiles -1 -1 -1 -1   
076 Female 199921 They have a weapon 3 3 3 3   
036 Female 199925 When the person 
inflicting the violence 
is with the person in 
danger. 
99 99 3 99 7 
068 Female 199926 It's hard to step in 
when no one is 
around. 
2 2 99 2   
069 Female 199928 The other person 
that's doing the sexual 
violence could be 
somebody that I don't 
know and would make 
it more awkward to 
talk too. 
99 99 2 99 7 
068 Female 199936 Being alone 2 2 99 2   
030 Male 199953 Nobody else is around 2 2 99 2   
057 Female 199959 talk to my friends 
significant other about 
the way they are 
treating the person 
99 99 2 99 5 
046 Male 199975 they tell you not to 
help them 
4 4 4 4   
046 Male 199982 the attacker is 
threatening me 
3 3 3 3   
075 Female 199996 If I see the situation 
quickly de-escalate 
1 1 1 1   
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026 Male 200002 knowing the person 
who commits the 
violence 
2 2 2 2   
068 Male 200006 Threats -1 -1 -1 -1   
041 Female 200018 It would put me in a 
dangerous situation 
3 3 3 3   
032 Female 200030 If I am unsure of the 
situation 
1 1 1 1   
068 Male 200031 If they insist nothing is 
wrong 
1 1 1 1   
014 Female 200037 rude people -1 -1 -1 -1   
026 Female 200038 When it is going to put 
me in danger 
3 3 3 3   
026 Male 200046 The occasional idea 
that I might be hurt, 
but that is usually 
after I have acted. 
3 3 3 3   
064 Female 200060 If they didnt want me 
to report the issue 
1 1 1 1   
069 Female 200068 not knowing anything 
about the couple 
1 1 1 1   
026 Female 200077 Talking directly makes 
it more intimidating 
for me. 
3 3 3 3   
026 Male 200083 call the police -1 -1 -1 -1   
075 Female 200095 If its mild, something 
they can deal within 
themselves 
1 1 1 1   
068 Female 200097 If the person I'm 
stepping in for, 
doesn't want help. 
1 1 1 1   
015 Male 200104 When the person 
needing help doesn't 
open up for help 
1 1 1 1   
075 Male 200112 If the person is a 
stranger. 
2 2 2 2   
015 Female 200115 It's dangerous. What if 
something happens to 
me? 
3 3 3 3   
015 Female 200117 If the person who is 
doing the harassing is 
bigger than me then 
I'll call someone else 
in to help me help the 
other person. 
3 3 3 3   
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053 Female 200120             
074 Male 200127 if one person in the 
realtionship doesnt 
wanna leave the other 
person 
99 99 99 99 6 
078 Male 200128 If they aren't my 
friend 
2 2 2 2   
024 Male 200131 Mixed signals from the 
people directly 
involved that make it 
difficult to define as 
violence makes it 
harder for me to step 
in. 
1 1 1 1   
071 Male 200136 not my relationship 2 2 2 2   
039 Female 200139 when the person cant 
take a suggest or 
counsel 
2 2 2 2   
075 Male 200143 Someone I am not 
close to. 
2 2 2 2   
041 Male 200155 If the victim doesn't 
want your help. 
1 1 1 1   
049 Male 200157 when the girl says 
nothing 
1 1 1 1   
026 Male 200159 Lying -1 -1 -1 -1   
026 Female 200161 Thought of being 
harmed as well 
3 3 3 3   
026 Male 200164 Debating, if you would 
get hurt in the process 
of helping them. 
3 3 3 3   
041 Male 200167 When im intoxicated 3 3 3 3   
064 Male 200170 if they had weapons i 
wouldnt step in but i 
would call the police 
3 3 3 3   
071 Male 200178 If I am asked by the 
victim to stay out of it 
1 1 1 1   
039 Male 200184 Confrontation with 
the abuser 
3 3 3 3   
055 Female 200192 That I could 
potentially get 
attacked as well 
3 3 3 3   
069 Female 200205 Someone is 
bigger/stronger than 
me 
3 3 3 3   
075 Male 200209 if a friend was doing it 2 2 2 2   
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024 Male 200220 Confrontation -1 -1 3 -1   
030 Female 200229 causing the person to 
get more hurt 
2 2 2 2   
041 Male 200240 If someone uses it in a 
satirical joke 
99 99 99 99 6 
053 Female 200242 When they are a 
complete stranger 
2 2 2 2   
030 Female 200260 When they dont listen 
even thought you 
have told them 
before. 
2 2 2 2   
078 Female 200269 If no one else is 
around me. 
2 2 99 2   
068 Female 200273 If they are violent 
people. 
3 3 3 3   
057 Female 200279 If i am outnumbered/ 
vulnerable 
3 3 4 3   
039 Male 200285 Yelling -1 -1 -1 -1   
068 Female 200292 If I am alone without a 
friend for help too 
2 2 99 2   
065 Male 200295 When I don't know 
the full situation 
1 1 1 1   
078 Male 200300 My inner cowardliness 3 3 3 3   
014 Male 200313 big group -1 -1 4 -1   
076 Female 200322 Your friend could be 
upset if you told 
someone 
4 4 2 4   
053 Female 200324 If it has gotten to the 
point where there is 
alcohol invloved 
2 2 2 2   
039 Female 200325 Thinking about your 
safety and how it 
could harm you. 
3 3 3 3   
059 Male 200358 Large crowds -1 -1 -1 -1   
069 Male 200359 If the person looks 
violent 
3 3 3 3   
075 Female 200386 If they are arguing in a 
room 
1 1 1 1   
032 Male 200405 their response -1 -1 -1 -1   
059 Female 200406 If there is a large 
crowd of people 
watching them or 
encouraging it 
4 4 4 4   
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030 Female 200415 The assaulter has a 
weapon 
3 3 3 3   
049 Male 200422             
015 Female 200431 When the person is a 
stranger 
2 2 2 2   
030 Female 200433 the fact that you could 
get hurt as well 
3 3 3 3   
064 Female 200437 complete stranger 2 2 2 2   
068 Male 200438 i dont know the 
people involved 
2 2 2 2   
078 Male 200447 Agression -1 -1 -1 -1   
041 Male 200450 when you dont know 
the situation 
1 1 1 1   
078 Female 200466 Bigger people than me 3 3 3 3   
055 Female 200490 Embarrassing myself 
in front of others. 
4 4 3 4   
055 Male 200502 Gun, knife, any 
weapon of sorts. 
3 3 3 3   
014 Female 200507 If someone is already 
helping 
2 2 2 2   
046 Male 200522 when I don't know the 
person 
2 2 2 2   
053 Male 200536 It would be harder if 
the people were your 
good friends. 
2 2 2 2   
064 Female 200543 you don't know them 2 2 2 2   
079 Male 200544 I have no hard 
evidence of any kind 
of abuse. 
1 1 1 1   
014 Male 200547 if they are your good 
friends 
2 2 2 2   
030 Male 200550 It's hard because 
there's a chance were 
you might get beat up 
3 3 3 3   
076 Male 200557 One thing that would 
make it hard for me to 
step in would be if the 
aggressor had a 
weapon. 
3 3 3 3   
078 Female 200558 not being honest -1 -1 -1 -1   
046 Female 200562 When the people are 
both my 
acquaintances 
2 2 2 2   
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014 Female 200565 There is a danger or 
threat to me 
3 3 3 3   
014 Male 200566 If I know very little 
about the situation. 
1 1 1 1   
049 Male 200575 How strong the 
person committing 
the act is 
3 3 3 3   
078 Female 200589 if asked not to help 1 1 1 1   
036 Male 200598 when the 2 people are 
drunk 
2 2 2 2   
032 Male 200612 apathy -1 -1 -1 -1   
039 Female 200613 If you know that the 
offender is a violent 
person. 
3 3 3 3   
079 Male 200623 If I have had past 
experience with any of 
the people involved. 
2 2 2 2   
041 Male 200624 If it is a really big 
person compared to 
me 
3 3 3 3   
014 Female 200625 if that person is 
dangerous 
3 3 3 3   
049 Female 200629 When the victim does 
not want my help 
1 1 1 1   
024 Female 200630 I could potentially get 
hurt myself. 
3 3 3 3   
076 Female 200634 If one person does not 
look like they need 
help or doesn't ask for 
help 
1 1 1 1   
079 Male 200640 Talking directly -1 -1 -1 -1   
078 Female 200642 If it's in a situation like 
late at night or an 
isolated area where 
there may be danger if 
I intervened 
3 3 3 3   
036 Male 200646 if theyre like playing 
around 
1 1 1 1   
057 Male 200653 if you don't want to 
face the abuser 
99 99 99 99 7 
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079 Female 200654 Its hard to step in if 
someone seems 
dangerous, because 
you have to keep 
yourself safe, but also 
look out for others. 
3 3 3 3   
041 Female 200676 I'm also being 
threatened 
3 3 3 3   
057 Male 200704 When no-one else 
steps in with you. 
99 99 99 99 7 
015 Male 200705 The guy that is 
committing this action 
is probably twice your 
size. 
3 3 3 3   
068 Female 200720 I could put myself in 
the situation. 
99 99 99 99 5 
036 Male 200732 if the person at risk is 
not nice 
99 99 99 99 5 
039 Male 200737 kissing -1 -1 -1 -1   
079 Male 200746 talking directly -1 -1 -1 -1   
057 Female 200756 almost nothing -1 -1 -1 -1   
039 Female 200769 If the person you are 
trying to help is way 
bigger than I am and I 
know I don't stand a 
chance is the person 
also tries to hurt me 
3 3 3 3   
057 Female 200772 The partner is violent 
and may take it out on 
me 
3 3 3 3   
076 Male 200775 Abusive and scary 
person 
3 3 3 3   
039 Male 200776 If they are armed. 3 3 3 3   
014 Male 200780 When the 
victim/potential victim 
doesn't want help or 
anybody to step in 
1 1 1 1   
039 Female 200784 If the attacker has 
been drinking 
2 2 2 2   
036 Female 200786 fear that I will get hurt 3 3 3 3   
039 Female 200787 If I am alone. 2 2 99 2   
068 Female 200790 If they are actively 
engaging in an 
argument. 
99 99 99 99 7 
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026 Male 200798 Not knowing -1 -1 -1 -1   
014 Female 200805 it is not my business 2 2 2 2   
053 Female 200810 If the problem is not 
concrete or I am 
unsure of the entire 
situation 
1 1 1 1   
053 Female 200811 They are strangers 2 2 2 2   
055 Male 200826 If its just a minor 
situation 
1 1 1 1   
078 Female 200829 If I do not know the 
people invovled 
2 2 2 2   
030 Female 200840 Being smaller can 
sometimes make it 
harder to step in as in 
fear of getting hurt 
3 3 3 3   
039 Female 200842 not being able to 
defend myself 
3 3 3 3   
036 Male 200850 I am the only one 
around. 
2 2 99 2   
024 Female 200863 If I don't know them 2 2 2 2   
024 Female 200883 If they would act 
violent towards me 
3 3 3 3   
053 Male 200888 The more stressed and 
busy I am at the time. 
3 3 99 3   
036 Female 200891 If the male is a big 
male, I may feel 
threatened to step in 
and help. 
3 3 3 3   
039 Female 200895 I dont know -1 -1 -1 -1   
032 Male 200899 It's hard to step in 
because I might get 
hurt :( 
3 3 3 3   
030 Female 200910 If I am at risk of 
getting sexually 
assaulted in a 
situation when trying 
to help someone else, 
I would be less likely 
to help if I was by 
myself. 
3 3 3 3   
015 Female 200916 when I don't know the 
person(s) 
2 2 2 2   
076 Male 200922 They aren't making a 
scene 
1 1 1 1   
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079 Female 200923 When that person is 
too scared and doesn't 
wanna talk about it. 
1 1 1 1   
036 Male 200943 Not having any 
information on the 
actual relationship 
1 1 1 1   
055 Female 200948 If there is a potential 
threat to my personal 
safety if I step in (i.e. 
one or both people 
involved are acting 
aggressively). 
3 3 3 3   
049 Female 200955 I am alone 2 2 99 2   
046 Female 200962 I'll step in whatever 
the situation 
99 99 99 99 6 
024 Male 200969 if weapons are 
involved, it would be 
tougher for me to stop 
it 
3 3 3 3   
055 Female 200979 they are drunk 2 2 2 2   
078 Male 200988 The abuser is very 
frightening. 
3 3 3 3   
059 Female 200991 It would be hard for 
me to step in if the 
person was physically 
violent 
3 3 3 3   
079 Female 200997 The abuser is 
agressive 
3 3 3 3   
057 Male 201004 Crowds of people 
watching 
4 4 4 4   
055 Male 201011 Think nothing of it. -1 -1 -1 -1   
032 Female 201020 if the male is very 
aggressive 
3 3 3 3   
039 Male 201027 not knowing the 
reason for the incident 
starting 
1 1 1 1   
065 Female 201032 If it could possibly hurt 
me or get me involved 
negatively 
3 3 3 3   
076 Female 201034 It would be harder to 
step in when it's a 
group going after one 
person. 
3 3 3 3   
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079 Male 201043 Muscle build of the 
male (If the male is 
encouraging the 
altercation) 
99 99 3 99 6 
055 Female 201055 Nothing -1 99 -1 -1   
036 Female 201056 If i am alone and can't 
call for help 
2 2 99 2   
057 Female 201063 The  its none of your 
busiess  responce. 
2 2 2 2   
076 Male 201066 The person assullting 
could be dangerous 
3 3 3 3   
032 Female 201067 the risk of getting hurt 3 3 3 3   
030 Male 201068 Not knowing who the 
person is 
2 2 2 2   
076 Male 201080 if the guy was twice 
my size 
3 3 3 3   
074 Male 201084 I may not understand 
th whole situation (i.e. 
not involved). 
1 1 1 1   
076 Male 201085 When you don't know 
them. 
2 2 2 2   
079 Female 201087 If the situation is way 
out of my hands and 
only people who know 
what they are doing 
can help. 
2 2 2 2   
032 Female 201091 If I could take on the 
person assaulting 
99 99 3 99 6 
024 Female 201103 If the person, doesn't 
listen then it would be 
hard for you to 
convince them of 
leaving that 
relationship. 
99 99 2 99 7 
030 Female 201117 I'm less likely to step 
in if its a stranger 
2 2 2 2   
079 Female 201122 over stepping 
boundries 
2 2 2 2   
064 Male 201123 if there's a cop around 2 2 2 2   
053 Female 201124             
053 Male 201126 no one asked me and i 
see no proof 
1 1 1 1   
030 Male 201131 When I don't know 
the full story. 
1 1 1 1   
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053 Male 201145 when the guy is really 
big and scary 
3 3 3 3   
032 Female 201156 if i know who is doing 
the abusing and he or 
she is dangerous 
2 2 2 2   
024 Male 201166 if i don't really know 
them it's not really my 
business. 
2 2 2 2   
079 Female 201196 If the male figure is 
large and strong. 
3 3 3 3   
057 Female 201200 If I know the attacker 2 2 2 2   
032 Male 201211 When he or she is 
drunk or under heavy 
influence of drugs and 
he or she threatens to 
physically harm me. 
2 2 2 2   
053 Female 201218 if they tell me to mind 
my own business 
1 1 1 1   
057 Male 201231 They are their own 
people and should be 
able to resolve 
conflict. 
2 2 2 2   
014 Female 201232 when they wont listen 2 2 2 2   
059 Female 201239 If there is more than 
one aggressor 
3 3 3 3   
014 Female 201240 If there is a weapon 
involved. 
3 3 3 3   
079 Female 201246 When the arguing 
looks really intense. 
3 3 3 3   
076 Male 201247 If there wasn't any 
hard evidence. 
1 1 1 1   
079 Male 201250 If he has a gun, I'm 
running 
3 3 3 3   
046 Male 201251 Nothing -1 -1 -1 -1   
032 Female 201257 If I feel like my own 
security would be 
threatned and I hav no 
way to defend myself 
3 3 3 3   
055 Female 201258 if the person is 
aggressive 
3 3 3 3   
015 Male 201266 It's less likely that i'll 
step in if I see either 
party has access to a 
gun, as i'd fear for my 
3 3 3 3   
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safety if invovled. 
057 Male 201281             
076 Female 201282 If the victim has ever 
done me wrong, that 
will most likely make 
not want to help. 
99 99 99 99 7 
014 Female 201316 When I am at risk 3 3 3 3   
036 Male 201318 i cant think of a reason 
that will make it hard 
99 99 -1 99 6 
024 Female 201320 if I am alone I could 
possibly get hurt 
3 3 3 3   
074 Male 201328 N/A -1 -1 -1 -1   
039 Female 201354 If I think they can 
handle it themselves. 
1 1 1 1   
078 Male 201355 If they want it. 99 99 -1 99 7 
053 Female 201358 Large amount of 
danger 
3 3 3 3   
053 Male 201362 The violence involves 
a weapon. 
3 3 3 3   
024 Female 201370 I don't want to get 
hurt 
3 3 3 3   
076 Male 201389 When no one else 
steps in 
99 99 99 99 7 
041 Male 201403 There is risk you could 
get hurt 
3 3 3 3   
014 Male 201405 If I was gonna be in 
danger 
3 3 3 3   
069 Male 201420 If someone has sex 
without consent 
99 99 99 99 7 
057 Male 201422 If I don't know them 2 2 2 2   
079 Female 201423 the abuser is in the 
room 
99 99 3 99 7 
075 Male 201434 if im not near the 
situation 
99 99 99 99 6 
032 Male 201439 If they want me to do 
it. 
99 99 -1 99 7 
014 Female 201440 Putting yourself in 
danger 
3 3 3 3   
032 Male 201451 Creating a distraction. -1 99 99 99 6 
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014 Male 201454 If I don't know either 
individual and/or have 
no insight into their 
relationship dynamics 
or problems. 
2 2 2 2   
015 Male 201459             
036 Female 201464 the predator is 
angered 
3 3 3 3   
014 Female 201465 If they're in love. 99 99 99 99   
079 Male 201466 Aggressive actions 
may occur 
3 3 3 3   
032 Male 201472 i am with a group of 
friends that i have to 
watch over 
2 2 99 2   
014 Female 201474 Area with people in 
risk other than those 
in the situation 
99 99 3 99 6 
015 Male 201493 Feeling like what they 
are doing they are 
doing willingly. 
1 1 1 1   
024 Male 201502 The Bystander Effect 4 4 4 4   
076 Male 201522 Haven't seen it 
happen 
1 1 1 1   
079 Male 201526             
046 Female 201527 When it involves 
someone a lot older 
than you 
3 3 3 3   
032 Female 201537 The abusive person is 
nearby 
99 99 3 99 7 
078 Male 201558 they are not saying 
anything or look 
distressed 
1 1 1 1   
076 Female 201561 Having the person not 
stick up for 
themselves 
99 99 1 99 6 
024 Male 201563 weapons used by 
attacker 
3 3 3 3   
030 Female 201567 If I feel unsafe 
stepping in 
3 3 3 3   
057 Male 201585 Being on my own 2 2 99 2   
046 Male 201606 If someone is bigger 
than me. 
3 3 3 3   
024 Male 201615 I'm the only one there 2 2 99 2   
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076 Female 201623 If the person is 
obviously becoming 
too dangerous and 
getting out of control 
3 3 3 3   
032 Female 201630 When the person does 
not want to be helped 
1 1 1 1   
039 Female 201634 Location -1 -1 3 -1   
039 Male 201642 Nothing would stop 
me from helping 
someone who is in 
danger. 
99 99 99 99 7 
076 Male 201648 don't know them 2 2 2 2   
014 Male 201653 Don't know anything 
about the relationship 
1 1 1 1   
057 Male 201664 one on one 
interactions the 
unknown. 
1 1 99 1   
057 Male 201671 If I do not know the 
people involved. 
2 2 2 2   
024 Female 201676 if it were to put me in 
some sort of severe 
danger 
3 3 3 3   
046 Male 201735 Talking Directly -1 -1 -1 -1   
039 Male 201736 The fear of the 
confrontation 
4 4 3 4   
046 Male 201753 If the person at risk 
insists they're fine 
1 1 1 1   
059 Male 201762 Both were drinking, so 
both are giving mixed 
signals and one of 
them might not mean 
to. 
2 2 2 2   
046 Male 201770 If i don't know all of 
the facts. 
1 1 1 1   
053 Female 201779 When someone is 
stubborn 
99 99 99 99 7 
024 Male 201781             
024 Male 201855             
053 Female 201857 if i am the only other 
person in the area 
2 2 99 2   
039 Male 201858 danger -1 -1 3 -1   
046 Female 201867 Being fearful for 
yourself 
3 3 3 3   
032 Male 201888 If I am alone 2 2 99 2   
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053 Female 201898 when it is violent 3 99 3 3   
053 Female 201910 When I'm alone 2 2 99 2   
053 Male 201912 yes i would step in to 
help out. 
99 99 99 99 6 
053 Male 201971 If we are alone 2 2 99 2   
078 Female 202124 If my safety is at risk 3 3 3 3   
030 Female 202171 physical violence 3 3 3 3   
049 Female 202237 They are never alone 99 99 99 99 7 
078 Male 202354 When others are 
already helping. 
2 2 2 2   
055 Male 202414 If there is an 
understanding among 
the couple. 
1 1 1 1   
059 Male 202501 It is not my business. 2 2 2 2   
032 Female 202505 Peer pressure 4 4 4 4   
036 Male 202527 When they look very 
interested in the other 
person. 
99 99 99 99 6 
055 Female 202590 I could be putting 
myself in harms way 
3 3 3 3   
069 Male 202669 There is a strong 
potential for harm to 
come to me or those I 
care about as a result 
of my action. 
3 3 3 3   
059 Female 202814 Getting involved in 
something that isn't 
my business 
2 2 2 2   
024 Female 202867 When the guy is 
agressive 
3 3 3 3   
036 Female 202898 when someone 
involved is armed with 
a weapon(s) 
3 3 3 3   
059 Female 202930 What if it back fires 
and I make the 
situation worse 
2 2 2 2   
015 Male 202935 I might get beat up 3 3 3 3   
030 Male 203098 Chance of me getting 
in trouble 
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065 Male 198711 I do not want to create 
drama 
2 2 2 2   
071 Female 198716 when the violence is 
also directed to others 
99 99 99 99 7 
071 Female 198728             
065 Male 198730             
071 Female 198731 the person has been 
unkind to me 
99 99 99 99 7 
069 Female 198737 I don't know the 
person 
2 2 2 2   
072 Female 198745 If i dont know my 
surroundings or 
possible escape routes 
3 3 3 3   
072 Female 198750 knowing there is a 
group of people 
involved 
3 3 3 3   
071 Female 198757             
072 Female 198770 If whoever is hurting 
someone is a lot bigger 
than me. 
3 3 3 3   
072 Female 198771 If i do not know who 
this person is 
2 2 2 2   
072 Male 198775 nope dont know -1 -1 -1 -1   
065 Female 198784 When you are in the 
middle of or doing 
something else. 
99 99 99 99 6 
072 Female 198786 I don't want to end up 
getting violated. 
3 3 3 3   
065 Female 198790 They told me not to 
mention anything. 
1 1 1 1   
065 Female 198803 I would less likely step 
in if theyshow no signs 
of violence happening 
1 1 1 1   
071 Female 198805 He/she is  in love  with 
their partner. 
2 2 2 2   
071 Female 198811 weapons are being 
flashed 
3 3 3 3   
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071 Female 198812 It definitely makes it 
harder to help when 
there is a physical risk 
to myself if I were to 
help 
3 3 3 3   
072 Female 198813 If the person involved 
seems like they are 
comfortable or can 
hold their own 
1 1 1 1   
071 Female 198816 when the two people 
are fist fighting 
99 99 99 99 7 
049 Male 198818 The risk of relationship 
violence 
99 99 99 99 7 
071 Female 198829 When you are scared 
that you are going to 
get involved and get 
hurt as well. 
3 3 3 3   
072 Male 198830 The person carrying 
out the abuse is tough 
3 3 3 3   
065 Female 198835 Not wanting to make 
my friend mad 
4 4 2 4   
072 Male 198839 When I am alone. 2 2 99 2   
071 Male 198843 complicated situations 1 1 1 1   
072 Female 198845 life or death situation 
for the friend if I step 
in. 
2 2 2 2   
064 Female 198848 The person is much 
bigger than me 
3 3 3 3   
072 Female 198854 Angry drunks may lead 
to physical violence 
towards both those 
involved and those 
who are around. 
2 2 2 2   
072 Female 198855 Excuses made by the 
victim makes it harder 
to try to stop it 
1 1 1 1   
071 Female 198856 I won't step in if it's 
not serious like it's just 
one fight 
1 1 1 1   
071 Male 198859 If they have no one 
else that is willing to 
help 
99 99 99 99 7 
069 Female 198864 weapons -1 -1 3 -1   
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072 Female 198865 If there was a weapon 
in the situation then it 
would be hard to step 
in 
3 3 3 3   
071 Male 198878 Not sure of what is 
going on 
1 1 1 1   
072 Female 198880 IF I DON'T KNOW 
ABOUT IT 
1 1 1 1   
065 Male 198884 If they are both 
intoxicated. 
2 2 2 2   
065 Female 198887 if i dont know them 2 2 2 2   
068 Male 198891             
041 Male 198895 Someone I do not like 99 99 99 99 7 
068 Female 198905 If ill end up getting 
hurt where i cant call 
for help 
3 3 3 3   
069 Male 198919 When the person has 
been known to lie 
about very serious 
things in the past. 
1 1 1 1   
065 Female 198924 What if this turns 
negative on me 
4 4 3 4   
071 Male 198927 Less people around 99 99 99 99 7 
065 Male 198943 if i didnt know what 
was going on 
1 1 1 1   
055 Female 198962 Don't want to harm 
myself 
3 3 3 3   
069 Male 198966 no situation where i 
wouldn't step in 
99 99 99 99 6 
064 Male 198971 it makes it hard if you 
cant get a vibe if the 
situation 
1 1 1 1   
049 Female 199009 If the person commit 
the assault had a 
weapon or was with a 
group. 
3 3 3 3   
041 Male 199021             
049 Female 199035 If I knew the person 
could hurt me, I 
wouldn't step in. 
3 3 3 3   
064 Male 199075 weapons -1 -1 3 -1   
068 Male 199081 If anything I could 
possible do may make 
things much worse. 
2 2 2 2   
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049 Female 199085 If I wasn't that close to 
anyone in the 
relationship 
2 2 2 2   
049 Female 199089 I might not know the 
full story or situation 
1 1 1 1   
041 Female 199093 One of them defends 
the violent one and 
doesn't want help. 
1 1 1 1   
078 Female 199094 If they don't see their 
relationship as abusive 
1 1 1 1   
055 Female 199096             
072 Female 199108 if I am unaware of the 
violence 
1 1 1 1   
064 Female 199112             
049 Male 199113 no other reason -1 -1 -1 -1   
071 Female 199114 If they threaten 
myself, or family 
3 3 3 3   
069 Male 199123             
049 Female 199129 If it's more than one 
abuser 
3 3 3 3   
064 Male 199131 if there is a chance i 
will be the victim 
3 3 3 3   
064 Female 199143 Violence is involved 3 3 3 3   
065 Female 199164 if I am in danger as a 
bystander 
3 3 3 3   
064 Female 199166 Misidentifying the 
situation 
1 1 1 1   
069 Female 199172 I don't know what to 
do 
3 3 3 3   
069 Male 199193 if i know the person 
who is committing it 
2 2 2 2   
041 Female 199194 i am inhibited 3 3 3 3   
064 Female 199204 Thinking I could make 
something in the 
relationship worse. 
2 2 2 2   
068 Male 199207 not in the mood to 
help anybody 
99 99 99 99 7 
053 Female 199227 the possibility of 
violent repercussions 
towards me 
3 3 3 3   
041 Male 199243             
071 Female 199247 I might misinterpret 
the situation. 
1 1 1 1   
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055 Female 199269 he could threaten to 
hurt me or my family 
3 3 3 3   
041 Female 199272 its easier to look the 
other way 
2 2 99 2   
065 Female 199288 Gun or weapons -1 -1 3 -1   
055 Female 199294 If they both seem like 
they really want to 
argue 
1 1 1 1   
069 Female 199316             
074 Female 199349 If there are other 
people around 
2 2 2 2   
074 Female 199350 Feeling like I will get 
hurt myself makes it 
hard to step in. 
3 3 3 3   
075 Male 199376 Not knowing if the 
violence will actually 
occur or not 
1 1 1 1   
057 Female 199383 not having any effect 
on the situation 
3 3 3 3   
068 Male 199385 If I were still confused 
as to if that person 
needed help or not. 
1 1 1 1   
074 Female 199387             
026 Male 199388 Also, people do not 
like it when someone 
tries to intervene. 
4 4 4 4   
068 Female 199391 When the abused 
never listens after 
several attempts at 
confrontation 
2 2 2 2   
057 Female 199395 When the person 
wants you out of their 
life because you tried 
to help 
2 2 2 2   
049 Female 199396 Puts me in harm 3 3 3 3   
074 Male 199413 Think about how this 
could turn back on me 
in the future. 
4 4 3 4   
026 Female 199421 When the person 




1 1 1 1   
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068 Female 199426 Not knowing if I would 
be doing the right 
thing 
3 1 1 1   
014 Female 199432 Having no one 99 99 99 99 7 
059 Female 199434 if it would cause more 
harm to that person 
2 2 2 2   
014 Female 199440 If they were threatned 
if they got help 
2 2 2 2   
074 Female 199442 If the situation puts 
my life in danger I 
might just call a third 
party (the cops or help 
hotlines) to handle the 
situation with more 
care. 
3 3 3 3   
075 Female 199445 If the person seems 
unwilling to listen to 
reason 
2 2 2 2   
015 Male 199449 If they refuse help 1 1 1 1   
026 Female 199451 If the situation gets 
violent 
3 3 3 3   
057 Male 199453 Not My Problem 2 2 2 2   
064 Female 199464 fear that I will make 
the situation worse 
2 2 2 2   
015 Female 199465 someone is mean 99 99 99 99 6 
015 Female 199467 Its somebody I have no 
attachments to 
2 2 2 2   
015 Female 199468 I'm alone 2 2 99 2   
024 Male 199481 actively taking own 
clothes off 
-1 -1 2 -1   
057 Male 199486 Be fearful of the other 
persons reaction 
4 4 3 4   
078 Female 199509 If one person is violent 
that could make it 
harder for me to step 
in 
3 3 3 3   
064 Female 199527 if that person being 
picked on always 
picked on other 
people 
99 99 99 99 6 
014 Male 199528 When it gets too 
dangerous to help 
3 3 3 3   
075 Female 199532 if they drove away in a 
car 
99 99 99 99 7 
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049 Female 199545 if i am not sure if they 
actually need help 
1 1 1 1   
015 Female 199550 If there isn't a lot of 
people around 
99 99 99 99 7 
024 Female 199551 I wouldn't want to 
embarrass the people 
involved or make the 
situation worse by 
intervening. 
2 2 2 2   
041 Male 199560 When someone else is 
paying attention and 
may have a better 
understanding of what 
is going on than me. 
2 2 2 2   
075 Female 199565 If it looks like I could 
potentially be put in 
danger by intervening 
3 3 3 3   
036 Female 199572 if the perpetrator is a 
friend 
2 2 2 2   
078 Female 199581 n/a -1 -1 -1 -1   
024 Female 199583 Alcohol and drugs are 
brought in 
2 2 2 2   
079 Male 199586 If i was very drunk. 3 3 3 3   
074 Female 199590 Or to talk directing to 
them because you 
never know how they 
are going to react 
99 99 99 99 7 
071 Female 199601             
078 Female 199606 If I saw a weapon 3 3 3 3   
057 Female 199623 Not knowing if you 
should step in since 
that person may not 
want you their 
situation. 
1 1 1 1   
075 Female 199624 If there are other 
people around that 
can help 
2 2 2 2   
046 Female 199625 Violent reaction -1 -1 -1 -1   
079 Male 199641 When people 
encourage the 
violence. 
4 4 4 4   
041 Male 199647 When the aggressive 
person is bigger than 
me 
3 3 3 3   
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030 Female 199649 Being outnumbered 3 3 3 3   
046 Female 199663 Presence of a deadly 
weapon as caution 
needs to be precise. 
3 3 3 3   
026 Female 199674 if nobody will listen 2 2 2 2   
030 Male 199692 When the person is 
bigger than me 
3 3 3 3   
075 Female 199699 being in a strange 
environment 
3 3 3 3   
075 Female 199703             
075 Female 199713 Danger to more 
people 
3 3 3 3   
015 Male 199730 If the victim obviously 
and with intent leads 
someone on. 
99 2 2 2   
015 Female 199739 If there is already 
someone else helping 
out. 
2 2 2 2   
026 Female 199752 When someone 
doesn't want to take 
my advise even if the 
problem is very 
serious 
2 2 2 2   
057 Male 199754 Many people are 
watching over them. 
2 2 2 2   
015 Female 199756 threatening -1 -1 -1 -1   
074 Female 199769 It would be hard if the 
person is in denial that 
they are going to get 
hurt and don't want 
help. 
1 1 1 1   
069 Female 199770 When one person is 
extremely violent, it 
would be easy to get 
scared off. 
3 3 3 3   
069 Female 199772             
039 Male 199792 If I didn't know the 
people involved 
2 2 2 2   
075 Female 199811 it's wrong to stand idly 
by 
99 99 99 99 6 
041 Male 199818 The people have a 
tendency to get 
violent 
3 3 3 3   
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074 Female 199821 I would feel bad if I try 
to help and I was 
wrong about the 
violence. 
1 1 1 1   
015 Male 199831 Putting my self in risk. 3 3 3 3   
053 Male 199841 When it's a male -1 -1 3 -1   
069 Female 199848 If i feel there may be 
drugs or alcohol 
involved or if there is 
the possibility of a 
weapon being 
involved. 
3 3 2 3   
039 Female 199861 If it is life threatening. 3 3 3 3   
015 Female 199872 not knowing when 
exactly its happening 
1 1 1 1   
015 Female 199875 Afraid of overstepping 
your boundries. 
4 2 2 2   
068 Female 199880 aggressor had a 
weapon 
3 3 3 3   
049 Female 199909 laughing -1 -1 -1 -1   
076 Female 199921 No one else with me 2 2 99 2   
036 Female 199925 When the person who 
is inflicting the 
violence is threatening 
not only you but the 
individual in harm. 
3 3 3 3   
068 Female 199926 It is hard to step in if 
the abuser looks 
strong. 
3 3 3 3   
069 Female 199928 The person that's 
getting sexual violence 
probably won't want 
any help. 
1 1 1 1   
068 Female 199936             
030 Male 199953 I could be put in 
danger 
3 3 3 3   
057 Female 199959 when the sexual 
violence is actually 
happening to me 
3 99 3 3   
046 Male 199975 you are not aware of 
the violence 
1 1 1 1   
046 Male 199982             
075 Female 199996 If someone else has 
already stepped in 
2 2 2 2   
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026 Male 200002 the threat of a weapon 
may stop me 
3 3 3 3   
068 Male 200006 Violence -1 -1 -1 -1   
041 Female 200018 It could cause me 
harm 
3 3 3 3   
032 Female 200030 When I do not know 
the person causing 
harm 
2 2 2 2   
068 Male 200031 If I dont know its 
happening 
1 1 1 1   
014 Female 200037 judging -1 -1 -1 -1   
026 Female 200038 When someone looks 
stronger 
3 3 3 3   
026 Male 200046             
064 Female 200060 If the person wasnt 
very close to me 
2 2 2 2   
069 Female 200068 being close to the 
wrong doer 
2 2 2 2   
026 Female 200077 If there is a large 
group to stand up to it 
makes it more difficult. 
4 4 4 4   
026 Male 200083 call emergency -1 -1 -1 -1   
075 Female 200095 If I don't see danger 1 1 1 1   
068 Female 200097 If the person I'm 
confronting is known 
to be violent. 
3 3 3 3   
015 Male 200104 The person needing 
help is stubborn and 
does not want to 
admit to being or 
commited sexual 
violence 
1 1 1 1   
075 Male 200112 If it seems like the 
argument will stop 
there. 
1 1 1 1   
015 Female 200115 I wouldn't know what 
to say or do, even. 
3 3 3 3   
015 Female 200117 If the person who 
might be at risk 
continues to say that 
they are fine in the 
situation and will not 
change their mind 
1 1 1 1   
053 Female 200120             
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074 Male 200127 if the other person 
stays in the 
realtionship because 
their happy 
99 99 99 99 6 
078 Male 200128 if they aren't my family 2 2 2 2   
024 Male 200131 A large group of 
people all involved in a 
particular situation 
makes it harder for me 
to step in. 
4 4 4 4   
071 Male 200136 they dont want help 1 1 1 1   
039 Female 200139 when i feel my life is in 
danger 
3 3 3 3   
075 Male 200143 If someone seems to 
already be acting on 
the situation. 
2 2 2 2   
041 Male 200155 When the victim says 
what your trying to do 
out loud, that messes 
up the helping plan. 
99 99 99 99 6 
049 Male 200157 when the dude doesn't 
seem to be doing 
anything wrong 
1 1 1 1   
026 Male 200159 Acting as if there is no 
problem 
1 1 1 1   
026 Female 200161 Late authority 
responses 
-1 -1 -1 -1   
026 Male 200164 If I can actually do 
something to prevent 
this from happening  
on time. 
3 3 3 3   
041 Male 200167 If im not paying 
attention 
1 1 1 1   
064 Male 200170 Other then that not 
really anything 
-1 -1 -1 -1   
071 Male 200178 If it is not a repeated 
offense 
99 1 1 1   
039 Male 200184 Not knowing both 
sides of the 
relationship 
2 2 1 2   
055 Female 200192 I'm outnumbered by a 
lot 
3 3 4 3   
069 Female 200205 Multiple people/gang 
bang type stuff 
3 3 4 3   
075 Male 200209 if they didnt say 1 99 1 1   
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anything 
024 Male 200220 The potential to be 
physically harmed 
3 3 3 3   
030 Female 200229 getting hurt myself 3 3 3 3   
041 Male 200240 If something really bad 
could happen, such as 
murder 
3 3 3 3   
053 Female 200242 When I don't know the 
relationship 
1 1 1 1   
030 Female 200260 When they are both 
friends. 
2 2 2 2   
078 Female 200269 If the assaultier is big. 
To where I can't take 
home out myself or do 
any harm. 
3 3 3 3   
068 Female 200273 If I am asked not to 
help. 
1 1 1 1   
057 Female 200279 If i dont know the 
situation 
1 1 1 1   
039 Male 200285 Being rude -1 -1 -1 -1   
068 Female 200292 If there are many guys 
around at the place 
I'm at that I don't 
know 
99 99 99 99 7 
065 Male 200295 When my life is in 
danger 
3 3 3 3   
078 Male 200300 If the the perpetrator 
had a gun 
3 3 3 3   
014 Male 200313 worried about my own 
well being 
3 3 3 3   
076 Female 200322 You could potentially 
make it worse by 
telling someone 
2 2 2 2   
053 Female 200324 If there is more than 
one party participting 
99 99 99 99 7 
039 Female 200325 Thinking about how 
people would see you 
as interfering with 
someone else's 
business. 
4 4 4 4   
059 Male 200358 Alcohol -1 -1 2 -1   
069 Male 200359 If im there alone 2 2 99 2   
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075 Female 200386 If there are not many 
people around to help 
if you get attacked too 
99 3 3 3   
032 Male 200405 fighting with them -1 -1 -1 -1   
059 Female 200406 If I miss a warning sign 
for it and assume it's a 
safer environment 
than it is 
1 1 1 1   
030 Female 200415 I didn't see it 1 1 1 1   
049 Male 200422             
015 Female 200431 If the situation 
appears as though 
stepping in would 
cause me harm 
3 3 3 3   
030 Female 200433 the abuser could get 
more angry and hurt 
the person more 
2 2 2 2   
064 Female 200437 too many people 
crowding around 
2 4 4 4   
068 Male 200438 Im by myself 2 2 99 2   
078 Male 200447 Alchohol -1 -1 2 -1   
041 Male 200450 also if the person will 
want help 
1 1 1 1   
078 Female 200466 Violence -1 -1 -1 -1   
055 Female 200490 Being judged for 
speaking up. 
4 4 4 4   
055 Male 200502 Drugs, alcohol, etc. 2 2 2 2   
014 Female 200507 If there is a potential 
of me being harmed 
too 
3 3 3 3   
046 Male 200522 when there is a chance 
of physical violence 
towards me 
3 3 3 3   
053 Male 200536 It would be harder if it 
was at a party with a 
lot of people. 
4 4 4 4   
064 Female 200543 you don't have others 
stepping in to help 
99 99 99 99 7 
079 Male 200544 No Physical Harm 1 1 1 1   
014 Male 200547 knowing it wouldnt 
accomplish anything 
2 2 2 2   
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030 Male 200550 The abuser might call 
me names and other 
foul language 
4 4 4 4   
076 Male 200557 Another thing that 
would make it hard 
would be if the 
situation was 
happening in a 
secluded place. 
1 1 3 1   
078 Female 200558 creating a distraction -1 -1 -1 -1   
046 Female 200562 When the violence is 
subtle or not 
outwardly aggressive 
because I could be 
misinterpreting signals 
1 1 1 1   
014 Female 200565 N/A -1 -1 -1 -1   
014 Male 200566 If I feel endangered by 
getting involved. 
3 3 3 3   
049 Male 200575 Danger to myself 3 3 3 3   
078 Female 200589 when you haven't seen 
it with your own eyes 
1 1 1 1   
036 Male 200598 when I don't know the 
people 
2 2 2 2   
032 Male 200612 not butting into the 
business of others 
2 2 2 2   
039 Female 200613 If there is more than 
one offender 
3 3 3 3   
079 Male 200623 Wondering how it 
would affect a current 
relationship. 
2 99 2 2   
041 Male 200624 When there is multiple 
people help the 
attacker 
3 3 3 3   
014 Female 200625 if that person is 
emotional unstable 
and irrational 
3 3 3 3   
049 Female 200629 When I assit the victim 
and they go back to 
the harmful situation 
2 2 2 2   
024 Female 200630 I may not be able to 
take the person 
myself. 
3 3 3 3   
076 Female 200634 If I do not know the 
person or have never 
seen them before 
2 2 2 2   
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079 Male 200640 Confronting the man -1 -1 -1 -1   
078 Female 200642 If there's only the 
option of a physical 
intervention 
3 3 3 3   
036 Male 200646 if they have a weapon 3 3 3 3   
057 Male 200653 thinking about 
something worse that 
could happen 
99 3 3 3   
079 Female 200654 If the possible 
offender has been 
drinking or taken 
something because 
that can make them 
unpredictable. 
2 2 2 2   
041 Female 200676 There are already 
people helping 
2 2 2 2   
057 Male 200704 When you are at risk 
from stepping in. 
3 3 3 3   
015 Male 200705 Weapons are involved. 3 3 3 3   
068 Female 200720 I could get hurt. 3 3 3 3   
036 Male 200732 if the dude is huge 3 3 3 3   
039 Male 200737 hugging -1 -1 -1 -1   
079 Male 200746 counseling -1 -1 -1 -1   
057 Female 200756 almost nothing -1 -1 -1 -1   
039 Female 200769 If I am the only person 
around 
2 2 99 2   
057 Female 200772 I am worried I may 
face consequences 
4 4 3 4   
076 Male 200775 Secretive individual -1 -1 -1 -1   
039 Male 200776 If I don't know them. 2 2 2 2   
014 Male 200780 When the person is 
inflicting the same 
violence or negative 
behavior towards their 
partner or person on 
conflict with 
99 99 99 99 7 
039 Female 200784 When the victim 
seems to be enjoying 
themselves 
1 1 1 1   
036 Female 200786 not knowing the 
couple/relationship 
1 1 1 1   
039 Female 200787 If I don't know if it is 
actual violence. 
1 1 1 1   
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068 Female 200790 If neither agree with 
your ideas. 
2 99 2 2   
026 Male 200798 Not confident -1 3 3 3   
014 Female 200805 fear of being hurt 
myself 
3 3 3 3   
053 Female 200810 If i am unfamiliar with 
the people 
2 2 2 2   
053 Female 200811 If people don't want 
you to interfere 
1 1 4 1   
055 Male 200826 If a weapon is involved 3 3 3 3   
078 Female 200829 If I am alone 2 2 99 2   
030 Female 200840 Maybe things 
happening in a private 
but than I can always 
call the police 
99 99 99 99 7 
039 Female 200842 confrontation makes 
me nervous 
3 3 3 3   
036 Male 200850 When there is a group 
of people and I am not 
sure if someone else 
will step in. 
99 99 99 99 7 
024 Female 200863 If it's not obvious 1 1 1 1   
024 Female 200883 If they would threaten 
to hurt the person if 
anyone helped 
2 2 2 2   
053 Male 200888 If i dont feel like  can 
ctually help the 
situation. 
3 3 3 3   
036 Female 200891 If the situation 
because dangerous 
3 3 3 3   
039 Female 200895 I dont know -1 -1 -1 -1   
032 Male 200899 It's hard because it's 
not my problem :( 
2 2 2 2   
030 Female 200910 If I am outnumbered 
by others when trying 
to intervene, I would 
be less likely to do so. 
3 3 4 3   
015 Female 200916 When helping comes 
at risk to my physical 
person 
3 3 3 3   
076 Male 200922 No physical harm 1 1 1 1   
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079 Female 200923 When the person who 
assaults is affiliated 
with some dangerous 
people and they can 
really do something 
worse. 
3 3 3 3   
036 Male 200943 Not knowing either 
partner 
2 2 2 2   
055 Female 200948 If I'm in an unfamiliar 
environment. 
3 3 3 3   
049 Female 200955 the person  being 
violent is a lot bigger 
than me 
3 3 3 3   
046 Female 200962 I'll step in whatever 
the situation 
99 99 99 99 6 
024 Male 200969 it would also be more 
difficult to help if there 
are multiple poeple 
3 3 3 3   
055 Female 200979 they are too 
aggressive 
3 3 3 3   
078 Male 200988 I feel its not my place. 2 2 2 2   
059 Female 200991 It would be hard for 
me to step in if the 
person was screaming 
99 99 99 99 7 
079 Female 200997 situtaion seems 
dangerous 
3 3 3 3   
057 Male 201004 Paralysis -1 -1 -1 -1   
055 Male 201011 Be intoxicated -1 -1 -1 -1   
032 Female 201020 i am not super close 99 99 99 99 7 
039 Male 201027 not having anything 
nearby to use to call 
for actual help 
3 3 3 3   
065 Female 201032 If it involves people I 
don't know 
2 2 2 2   
076 Female 201034 It would be harder to 
step in when the 
person causing the 
violence is intoxicated 
due to how 
unpredictable people 
can be when 
intoxicated. 
2 2 2 2   
079 Male 201043 If the abuser is armed 
with any weapons 
3 3 3 3   
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055 Female 201055 You should always 
step in no matter what 
-1 99 -1 -1   
036 Female 201056 Not being able to stop 
because of the size of 
the other person 
3 3 3 3   
057 Female 201063 If the male is large and 
intimidating. 
3 3 3 3   
076 Male 201066 Interfering directly 
might make the 
situation worse 
2 2 2 2   
032 Female 201067 only making the 
situation worse 
2 2 2 2   
030 Male 201068 Not knowing whether 
they have a true risk or 
not 
1 1 1 1   
076 Male 201080 if law enforcement 
was around 
2 2 2 2   
074 Male 201084 If the man or women 
is twice my side, like 
they are extremely 
strong. 
3 3 3 3   
076 Male 201085 When you are the only 
one who thinks there 
is a problem. 
4 4 4 4   
079 Female 201087 If I see there is danger. 3 3 3 3   
032 Female 201091 If I was alone 2 2 99 2   
024 Female 201103 If their partner is mean 
and the other person 
is scared of them, it 
would be harder for 
them to leave because 
something bad might 
happen if they do. 
99 99 99 99 7 
030 Female 201117 I'm less likely to step in 
if there seems to be a 
threat towards me 
3 3 3 3   
079 Female 201122 not knowing how to 
help 
3 3 3 3   
064 Male 201123 if the victim calls her 
friends for help 
2 2 2 2   
053 Female 201124             
053 Male 201126 im not around -1 -1 -1 -1   
030 Male 201131 If I'm alone and 
vulnerable. 
2 2 99 2   
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053 Male 201145 when there is a group 
of offenders 
3 3 3 3   
032 Female 201156 if i hardly know the 
person 
2 2 2 2   
024 Male 201166 the guy might have 
some real anger 
problems so I wouldn't 
put my self at risk. 
3 3 3 3   
079 Female 201196 If I am all by myself. 2 2 99 2   
057 Female 201200 If the attacker looks 
strong 
3 3 3 3   
032 Male 201211 When there are 
legalities in the way of 
the situation. 
99 99 99 99 7 
053 Female 201218 if they act like I am not 
in the room 
99 99 99 99 7 
057 Male 201231 If there is already a 
greater force 
(police/security) I 
would not want to try 
and intervene with 
their work. 
2 2 2 2   
014 Female 201232 when you could get 
hurt 
3 3 3 3   
059 Female 201239 If there is a chance of 
me getting seriously 
injured 
3 3 3 3   
014 Female 201240 If the area was very 
very sketchy. 
3 3 3 3   
079 Female 201246 When it looks like a 
dangerous situation. 
3 3 3 3   
076 Male 201247 If the perpatrator was 
threatining my life. 
3 3 3 3   
079 Male 201250 If he has crazy, I'm out 3 3 3 3   
046 Male 201251             
032 Female 201257 If the abuser was 
someone I knew 
personally 
2 2 2 2   
055 Female 201258 if the person is 
intoxicated 
2 2 2 2   
015 Male 201266 I'm less likely to step in 
if I have personal 
duties I need to finish 
at that time. 
99 99 99 99 6 
057 Male 201281             
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076 Female 201282 If it does not look that 
serious or if the person 
has not asked for my 
help in the certain 
situation. 
1 1 1 1   
014 Female 201316 If I don't know the 
whole situation 
1 1 1 1   
036 Male 201318 same as the first -1 99 -1 -1   
024 Female 201320 If the attacker possibly 
has a weapon 
3 3 3 3   
074 Male 201328 N/A -1 -1 -1 -1   
039 Female 201354 If I'm all alone and no 
one else is there. 
2 2 99 2   
078 Male 201355 If the person has a 
weapon 
3 3 3 3   
053 Female 201358 If the abused 
expresses that they 
don't want help 
1 1 1 1   
053 Male 201362 The people involved 
are much bigger than 
me. 
3 3 3 3   
024 Female 201370 I am scared 3 3 3 3   
076 Male 201389 When there is no call 
for help 
1 1 1 1   
041 Male 201403 Conflict of interest 
with a close friend or 
family member 
2 2 2 2   
014 Male 201405 If they were already 
handeling it 
1 1 2 1   
069 Male 201420 If someone is 
intoxicated and having 
sex 
2 2 2 2   
057 Male 201422 If they are far away 99 -1 -1 -1   
079 Female 201423 the abused refussed 
my help 
1 99 1 1   
075 Male 201434 if many other are 
already helping the 
situation 
2 2 2 2   
032 Male 201439 If I know it is wrong. -1 -1 -1 -1   
014 Female 201440 Not wanting to get 
involved 
99 2 2 2   
032 Male 201451             
014 Male 201454 If the risk of violence is 
only evident in private. 
1 1 1 1   
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015 Male 201459             
036 Female 201464 do nothing -1 -1 -1 -1   
014 Female 201465 If I don't know for 
sure. 
1 1 1 1   
079 Male 201466 NOT MY PROBLEM 2 2 2 2   
032 Male 201472 when i invite a girl to 
hangout my main 
priority is her not 
other girls 
99 99 99 99 6 
014 Female 201474 Weapons involved 3 3 3 3   
015 Male 201493 Having never spoken 
to them before and 
not knowing what they 
are wanting from a 
situation. 
99 99 99 99 7 
024 Male 201502 If I do not physically 
see it 
1 1 1 1   
076 Male 201522 Don't know the 
situation 
1 1 1 1   
079 Male 201526             
046 Female 201527 When the situation 
involves more than 1 
person 
3 3 3 3   
032 Female 201537 The person potentially 
being abused is a 
complete stranger 
2 2 2 2   
078 Male 201558 they are leading the 
other partner 
2 99 2 2   
076 Female 201561 Having the person lie 
to me about the actual 
situation 
1 1 1 1   
024 Male 201563 higher authority 
around to step in 
2 2 2 2   
030 Female 201567 If someone doesn't 
need help 
1 1 1 1   
057 Male 201585 potential for violence 3 3 3 3   
046 Male 201606 If they seem angry 3 3 3 3   
024 Male 201615 I don't know the 
people and the threat 
they can have 
3 3 99 3   
076 Female 201623 If i feel that my life is 
also in danger 
3 3 3 3   
032 Female 201630 When the person is a 
complete stranger 
2 2 2 2   
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039 Female 201634 No bystanders around 
to witness; possibly 
putting self at risk 
3 3 3 3   
039 Male 201642 Same as previous 
answer. 
-1 99 99 99 6 
076 Male 201648 others there helping 2 2 2 2   
014 Male 201653 Feel like it might not 
be true 
1 1 1 1   
057 Male 201664 A dark ally of area 
where no one is. 
3 3 3 3   
057 Male 201671 If the people involved 
do not believe that 
they need outside 
influence with their 
own problems. 
1 1 1 1   
024 Female 201676             
046 Male 201735 Asking for help -1 -1 -1 -1   
039 Male 201736 The thought that 
someone else will 
2 2 2 2   
046 Male 201753 If I don't know enough 
about the situation 
1 1 1 1   
059 Male 201762 The guy is a friend and 
about to make the 
action. Makes it hard, 
but there still won't be 
hesitation on my 
descision to intervene. 
2 2 2 2   
046 Male 201770 when my life is 
threatened if i 
intervene. 
3 3 3 3   
053 Female 201779 Getting hurt 3 3 3 3   
024 Male 201781             
024 Male 201855             
053 Female 201857 if i dont have anything 
to protect myslef 
3 3 3 3   
039 Male 201858 fear -1 -1 3 -1   
046 Female 201867 Thinking someone else 
will 
2 2 2 2   
032 Male 201888             
053 Female 201898 when there is no one 
else around 
2 2 99 2   
053 Female 201910 When they don't 
confide in me, then I 
feel like its non of my 
2 2 2 2   
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business 
053 Male 201912 I would deffinetly step 
in o help or let the 
campus know. 
99 99 99 99 6 
053 Male 201971             
078 Female 202124 If it would make the 
situation worse 
2 2 2 2   
030 Female 202171 there is weapons 3 3 3 3   
049 Female 202237 They will be more 
likely to get into more 
violence if the partner 
finds out 
2 2 2 2   
078 Male 202354 When the people are 
pushing me away. 
1 1 1 1   
055 Male 202414 If the couple is sober. 99 99 99 99 7 
059 Male 202501 I don't want to get in 
between their 
business. 
2 2 2 2   
032 Female 202505 Too shy 3 3 3 3   
036 Male 202527 When I don't know 
them. 
2 2 2 2   
055 Female 202590 It looks like a simple 
disagreement 
1 1 1 1   
069 Male 202669 The victim is very 
resistant to changing 
their situation. 
1 1 1 1   
059 Female 202814 Putting myself in 
danger. 
3 3 3 3   
024 Female 202867 If i don't know the 
person who needs 
help 
2 2 2 2   
036 Female 202898 when there's a 
language barrier 
99 99 99 99 7 
059 Female 202930 What if the victim 
changes to be me 
3 3 3 3   
015 Male 202935 Embarassment or 
framed somehow 
4 4 4 4   
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